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The following report or the Experts cOmmitteeon- the neCes-sity for revision of the Con~umer 
Price Index Numbers for Calcutta Working class 111'35 expected to be published some time ago 
by the West Bengal Government. But. for some unexplained reasons, its publication bas 
been held back, presumably at the instruction from the Centre. The RPnnrt Ia &';n .. :G ..... -• 
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trade unions in the collection of these data and also the taking into ~ 
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Cbapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Origin 

1.1.1. Strange though it may seem, a very large 
number of workers in Calcutta industrial area 
including those employed in the jute industry stili 
have their dearness allowances calculated o~ the 
basis of a working-class Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
for Calcutta Centre with base nearly 35 years old 
at August 1939. · ' 



1.1.2. Of course, the series· on base August 1939 
discontinued long ·age and was replaced, in turn, by 
the working-class Consumer Price Index numbers for 

· Calcutta centre with base 1944 and with base· 1960. 
The replacements were warranted • because • even if 

: the August 1939 series had reflected satisfactorily 
the working class consumer price movements of the 
time, it would not continue to do so over a long 
period marked by rapidly changing consumption 
patterns. · But, then, for those who wanted to stick 
to the base of August 1939, such replacements gave · 
rise to the problem of finding linking factors for 
converting the indices of the later series to those of 
the August 1939 series. 

1.1.3. At present the CPI numbers on base 1960 
are converted to indices on base 1944 by multiplying 
the former by a .linking. fact?r, _1.61, and the resul· 
tant indices are converted to md1ces on base· August 
1939 by multiplying them by another linking factor, 
2.63. The linking factor 1.61 was originally LSI, 
but had been revised upward on the recommendations 
of an Expert Committee headed by Dr B. Rama
mnrthl, popularly known as the Ramamurthi Comm
ittee. So far as the Calcutta centre is concerned, the 
Committee examined only the pricing deficiencies of 
the 1944 series with a view to revising the linking 
factor between the 1944 series and the 1960 series as 
mentioned above. The examination of the other 
linking factor, 2.63, and therefore of the·August 
1939 series, was outside the terms of reference of the 
Ramamurthi Committee. 

1.1.4 To make matters worse, the August 1939 
series was constructed, to say the least, In a very 
unscientific manner. The two later series, one with 
base 1944 (particularly after it was revised) and the 
other with base 1960, could not be similarly casti
gated though one could certainly point out blem
Ishes.' Thus, if changes in the cost · of living since 
August 1939 were to be satisfactorily measured, a 
close examination (and revision, if needed) of all the 
three CPI series and of the August 1939 series in 
particular was called for, In addition to that of the 
existing linking factors. · 

1.1.5. Accordingly, an Expert Committee on the 
CPI numbers for the working-class populati<:>n in 
Calcutta was appointed by the Government of West 
Bengal. The reasons for constituting the Committee, 
Its composition, and terms of reference are set out 
in the Government Resolution No 4483-IR dated 
21.6.73 issued by the Labour Department, Govern
ment of West Bengal. The text of the Resolution is 
as follows: 

"Following the demand of the Central Trade 
Union organisations in West Bengal for setting up 
an independent Expert Committee to examine the 
Consumer Price Index Number for Calcutta In all 
its aspects, the matter was placed before the meeting 
of the State Labour Advisory Board held on lith 
September 1972. It was decided in that meeting 
that an E;rert Committee would be set up by the 
State Government. Government also invited sugges
tions from the Central Trade Union organisations 
regarding the terms of reference of the proposed 
Committee. Suggestions were recelv.ed . from the 
concerned Central Trade Union organ1sa1tons, 
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"Having regard to the discussions held In the 
meeting of State Labour Advisory Board on 11th 
September, 1972, and in consideration o£ the sugges
tions received from the Trade Union organisations, 
the Governor is now pleased to constitute an Expert 
Committee and to appoint 
· Dr S. K. Bhattacharyya, 

Head of the Department of Economics, 
Calcutta University, as the Chairman, 

and the following persons· as the members of the 
said Committee, namely; 

1. Dr N. Bhattacharyya, . 
Economic Research Unit, 
Indian Statistical Institute 

2. Dr H. Banerjee, 
Head of the Department of Economics 

. Jadavpur University. ' 
3. Dr. (Mrs) P. Chakraborty, 

Jomt Labour Commissioner (Statistics).
West Bengai.-

"Dr (Mrs) P. Chakraborty will sit as Member-
Secretary of the Committee • 

"The terms of reference ~f the,Committee will be 
as follows : · 

"1. The Commi !tee will examine and suggest 
whethe~ ~ny change is necessary In the linking factor 

. for denvmg old Calcutta series based on the ear 
1939 from Calcutta series based on 1960 com~led 
by the Labou! B~reau, Government of India because 
~f an~ defi~1enc1es relating to pricing or' various 
m~ex ttems mcluded in the Calcutta 1939 . d 
we,l~htages or any other factor. . senes an 

. 2. The Committee will subm1•t -18 Gove t 'thi I report to . rumen WI n three months from the d t f 
this Resolution. . · a e o 

· "3 .. The Committee will devise It · d 
an~ it may call for such informati~no::d ~~1~e .:~g 
ev1dence as It may consider necessar , 

1.1.6. Subsequently the G y. 
Order No 7470-IR to make th~vf~llor ~as pleased by 
in the aforementioned resolutionowJ~re~me2nldm6 e7n3t 
namely, · · • 

"In the said Resolution-
under serial No (I) of the term f 
the words 'or any other facto ,s o reference, after 
words, 'Including the methoi ' add .t~e following 
of price collection and prlnciplesandf ex1bstt':"'g J?ractice 

. . O su shtutiOn,." 

1.2 Meetings of the Commt;tee 

1.2. I. The. inaugural me r 
July, 1973. The Ex ert e mg. was held on 6th 
its terms of referenctf as ~Y.f'dlttee first examined 
ment resolution. The te own in the Govern
to be quite wide because'~h ~ refe~ence appeared 
to examine . and su e omm1ttee was asked 
existing linking fact~~eb~c~~cessa{~ fih.anges In the 
ing to pricing, weightages a 8~ ~ e Clhenctes relat
In particular it was . "n any ot er factor"'· 

· would have to ex . evtaent th~t the Committee 
the linking factor a.fme tbe posstble deficiency in 
deriving it in dd'/e to the m_ethod adopted for 

' a 1 ton tn 'lXaiDlnlng the possible 
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deficiencies because ot pricing and weightages. 
Further, since the linkage between 1939 and 1960 
depended on the linkages, viz., 1939-1944 and 1944-
1960, both the linkages would have to be studied, 

· even though the primary emphash would necessarily 
be on the period 1939-1944. because the other link
ing factor had already been gone into by the Rama-
murthi Committee. · 

1.2.2. At the first meeting, the Committee heard 
_ from the Member-Secretary the background of the 

issues involved and was also apprised of the relevant 
records, materials an:d publications. · Tue Commi
ttee made a tentative plan of going through all the 
relevant materials available in order· to frame a 
questionnaire for eliciting the views of the organisa-
tions involved. · 

1.2.3. -The August 1939 series ·was based on a 
Family Budget Enquiry ,conducted by Burmah-Shell, 
a private company. The details of the results of the 
enquiry were not available despite exchange of 
several letters between the Head Office of Burmah· 
Shell Company, Bombay, and the · Member· 
Secretary of the Committee. Even the· items 
Included in the m:scellaneous group (whose index 
was frozen) and· their prices ·during 1939-1944 were 
not known. . The rent index was also frozen but no 
data on this were available. The Committee, there
fore, felt it necessary to collect all relevant informa· 
tlon from other sources preparing CPI numbers with 
base August 1939 or with base years just prior to 
1939 or immediately after 1939. ·Two members of 
the Committee also conducted limited field surveys 
among the Calcutta workers for collecting infor
mation on house rent. 

1.2.4. The Committee considered the different 
phases of the work involved and drew up a tenta
tive schedule. The broad plan of work drawn up 
by the Committee was as follows: 

(i) Collection of all relevant papers and data from 
the Statistical Section of _the Labour Directorate, 
Government of West· Bengal, Bureau of Applied 
Economics & Statistics, Government of West Bengal, 
The Central Statistical Organisation, New Delhi, the 
Labour Bureau, Simla, various State Governments 
and the Indian Statistical Institute. 

(il) Framing of questionnaire for obtaining the 
views of employers' and employees' organisations, 
and of the technical bodies included in (i) above. 

(iii) Collection of price quotatjons particularly for 
1939 and 1944 for various index items from different 
sources, e.g., published repmts as well as private 
agencies in West Bengal. , " 

(iv) Scrutiny of the memoranda and the basic 
data received from the vari?us sources referred to. . 

(v) Recording of oral evtdence ~y the ~epr.esenta
tlves of employers' and emp!o)ee~ orgam>attons on· 
the basis 9f the mem~randa submttte~ by t.hem. _ 

(vi) Analysis, scrutt~y a~d field Vt?tts! wttb a vtew 
to identifying the ~eficte!letes of the mdtces. 

(rii) Technical dtscusst~n~ wllh the L~bo';lr Bureau, 
S'mla the Central Stattsttcal Orgamsalton, New 
~elhi' and the Bureau of Applied· Economics_ & 
Statistics, Government of West ~engal. 

(viii) Preparation and.finallsatto~ '!f the report. . 
1.2.5. The questionnatre for obtammg the relevant 
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Information Included topics such as the' family bud~ 
get survey, derivation of the. weighting diagram, the 
selection of items of pricing together with their 
specifications, the price collection scheme, the treat
ment of house rent, the method of computation of 
the price index and the derivation of the linking 
factor. 

1.2.6. The Committee visited the Labour Bureau, 
Simla from 6.11. 73 to 8.11. 73. The Committee 
took the opportunity to hold discussion with the 
officials of the Labour Bureau on the various aspects 
of the compilation of the CPI numbers. Subsequently, 
the Committee visited Central Statistical Organisa
tion, New Delhi, on 21.3.74 for discussing certain 
technical matters. 

1.3 Collection of Information 

1.3.1. The questionnaire was sent oil 24th July, 
1973, to all important central organisations of 
employers and employees and the technical bodies 
such as the Indian. Statistical Institute, Bureau of 
Applied Economics & Statistics, Government of 
West Bengal, the Central Statistical Organisation, 
New Delhi, and the Labour Bureau1 Simla. 

1.3.2. The last date for receiving replies to the 
questionnaire was originally fixed as 16th August, 
1973. · The time limit, however, had to be extended 
to 16th October, 1973 at the request of certain 
representatives of employers and employees. In 
fact, replies to the . questionnaire were received 
from few organisations within the stipulated date. 
Since It was deemed necessary to have replies from a 
representative cross-section of the employers' and 
employees' organisations, the time limit for receiving 
replies had to be turther extended to 30th November, 
1973. 

1.3.3 By the end of November replies were rece
ived from many employers' and employees' organ
isations as well as from the Labour Bureau, Simla, 
and the Bureau of Applied Economics & Statistics, 
Government of West Bengal. These replies were 
considered sufficiently representative for providing 
the basic for further work. 

1.3.4. The Committee also collected relevant data 
and information from various State Governments 
an4 private organisations. 

1.4 Recording ofOral Evidence 

1.4:1· !he Committee decided that only those 
orgamsattons that had submitted written memoranda 
should be invited for oral evidence. 

1.4.2_. The employees' organisations gave their 
oral evtdence before the Committee on 26th, 27th, 
28th December, 1973 and 9th January, 1974, 
Employers' organisations appeared on 27th 
December, 1973 for the said purpose. 

1.5 Extention of time limit for submission of report 

1.5.1. As explained in paragraph 1.3.2., the last 
date for receiving replies had to be extended first to 
16th October, 1973. The Committee received 
communications from a group of Central Trade 
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Unions including the indian National Trade Union 
Congress, the all India Trade Union Congress and 
the Centre of Indian Trade Unions that they were 
expecting changes in the terms of reference of the 
Committee and that, therefore, they were withhold
ing replies to the questionnaire circulated by tbe 
Committee. In the circumstances, the Committee 
had to extend again the time limit for receiving 
replies to the questionnaire and had to wait till the 
end of November 1973. Also, after the amendment 
made in the terms of reference, the scope of its 
work became quite wide, and the Committee needed 
more time for going into the details of all the three 
series of CPI numbers for Calcutta working class. 
Accordingly, the Government extended the time 
limit till 31st May, 1974 in order to enable the 
Committee to complete its work. 

1.6 Acknowledgements 

1.6.1 The Committee would like to place on 
record its appreciation of the cooperation received 
from the Director. Labour Bureau, Simla, and his 
colleagues, the Director, Central Statistical Organ
Isation, New Delhi, and his colleagues and the 
Additional Director, West Bengal Bureau of 
Applied Economics & Statistics, and his colleagues. 
Discussions held with these experts were extremely 
helpful in finalising the present Report. The Labour 
Bureau and tbe West Bengal Bureau· helped by 
making valuable information available to the Coi!l
mittee. 

1.6.2. The Committee wishes to acknowledge its 
debt of gratitude to Sri H. K. Chaturvedi of the 
Indian Statistical Institute who made available 
some unpublished results of the Jagaddal . enquiries, 
and to Sri A. K. Chatterjee or' the same Institute, 
who made availabie some unpublished data of an 
enquiry on industrial labour. . ' · 

1.6.3. The Committee is also thankful to the 
various representatives of employers and employees 
for successfully drawing its attention to the different 
iss~es Involved and to the agencies of various State 
Governments for supplying valuable information. 

1.7 Scheme of the present report 

1.7.1. Apart from the present introductory 
chapter, the text of the report is divided into four 
ch•pters. Chapter 2 deals with the problems 
associated with the August 1939 series. These pro· 
blems have been analysed exhaustively to the best 
of our abilities, and solutions have been recom
mended to the best of our judgement. · Io Chapters 
3 and 4 are dhcussed the few points of dissatisfac
tion that remain with the 1944 series, even after its 
thorough examination by the Ramamurthi Committee. 
Chapter 4 touches only on certain broad issues 
connected with the 1960 series, since a detailed 
examination was considered to be outside the present 
Committee's terms of reference. Chapter 5 gives a 
summary of the report. 

1.7.2. The report carries se~en appendices. The 
Committee considers these matenals to be an mtegral 
part of the report, but decided to relegate them to 
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tbelr present position In order to lessen the burden 
of the general reader. Persons with sufficient time 
and interest to go through the details of different 
points of view may find the last three appendices 
particularly useful. (For want of space,- the 
"Questionnaire" and the "List of organisations which 
submitted memorandum" have been omitted 
here.-Editor) 

Chapter 2 

THE AUGUST 1939 SERIES 

2.1 Description of the series 

'2.1.1. This series was orginally started by the 
Controller of Civil Supplies of the then Government 
of Bengal, but was maintained later by the Office 
of the Labour Commissioner of the Government of 
B7ngal (subsequently West Bengal). The weighting 
diagram w~s based on "a limited budget survey 
conduc~ed rn 1939-~0 by Burmah Shell Company, 

· among 1ts workers m and around Calcutta with 
some m?difications". Nothing seems to be known 
about this bu~g~t survey or its results or abounbe 
method of derrvmg the weighting diagram from the 
~esults _or about tbe method of deriving the wei ht
mg diagram froll! the results. · The index ~as 
comp~ted as ~h~ wer~hted average of price-relatives 
~f 19 rtems d1~1ded mto five groups: food, fuel and 
hg~tln!!, cl~thmg, house-rent and miscellaneous Th 
!Ye•ghtmg ~Iagram and the base prices are sh e 
1D Appendix No III, , own 

2· 1.;. According to the Labour Bureau Mono-
. graph ' pric~s were collected .every week on a fixed 
day for definrte grades a~d varieties of the articles 
from two selected shops •n each f th . 
ant industrial zones of Calcutta ~ Ce tw!' Import
Kidderpore and the B . • VIZ., OSSipore and 

' ureau's c d. 
Instructions (see Appendix VII of ~:'pe~d mm of 
graph) was followed in the price collect~oS:'wo~ono-

2.1.3. There was no arran • 
collection of data on house-~:::ent,d ~~w~ver, for 
hous-rent was kept u h an e mdex for 
the life of the index ~~a:~~e~p ~~ ~00 throughout 
miscellaneous group 'index V:as t k une 1957. The 
December 1942 and as 150 . a eo as 100 up to 
This latter reportedly was the firnce January 1943. 
March 1943 by the' Civil S g~~e worked out for 
When the work of com ila ~pp Ies Department. 
taken over by the Office of~he tLboof the index was 
towards the end of 1943 a ur_Commlssioner 
included in the miscella' the details of the items 
weights were not availabl':oCS group and their 
group index was there~ rom. records and this 
since. It should 'also ·be ore, kept unchanged over 
group was represented b no~ed that. t~e clothing 
"Dhutl and Saree". Y JUst one Item, viz., 

2. 1.4. The Labour Bureau M 
that in maintaining this . o~ograph states 
were faced in obtainin t~rres . senous difficulties 
clothing Items in short sJppl; ~hce quotations for 
changes in the varieties of th ere were frequent 
the same grade of cloth ese and the prices of 
"Substitutions" had to bewerednoit always available. 

. ma e n such cases. It Is 
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Table 2a 
BROAD WEIGHTING DIAGRAM OBTAINED FROM WORKING CLASS 

FAMILY BUDGET ENQUIRIES* 

Group Calcutta Jagaddal 
Calcutta Me';.~ 

Class 
1930-40 . 1944-45 1958-59 1940-41 1944-45 1945 
(Burmah (Labour (Labour (lSI) (lSI) (Prov. 
Shell) Bureau) Bureau, NSS · Stat. 

& lSI Bureau) 

(0) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1. Food 52.5 65.5 62.5 60.6. 62.2 71.3 
2. . Clothing .7.0 7.7 6.2 7.3 7.8 2.9 
3. Fuel and 

Lighting 7.5 7.3 4.7 5.5 8.8 9.3 ' 14.0 6.7 8.4 4.4 2.7 4. House-rent 6.7 
5. Miscellaneous•• 19.0 12.6 18.2 22.1 18.4 9.9 
•Cots (]) to (J) relate to the three c;:dficial series of C_PI nu~b~rs for ~orking class in ~alcutta. Cols. (4) and (5) are 

baSed on the enquiries at Jagaddal earned out by the Indian StatiStical Institute-see Appendix IV Col (6) gives the weights 
obtained from the Calcutta lJist. Survey, 1945, in respect of menial class employees of the government; these weights were 
used to construct the me.nial class cost !Jf liv_ing index for Calcutta on base August. 1939 . 

..,.Including pan-supan, tobacco and mtoxtcants. 

stated in this connection that when price quotations 
for cloth were not available owing to its non-availab
ility in the open· market, the controlled price of 
the cheapest variety .was taken into.account for ~he· 
computation of the mdex. Another Important pornt 
is that originally 8 varieties of rice used to be taken 
into account but follwoing rationing and price 
control of rise in 1944 only 2 or 3 varieties were 
considered for the purpose of the Index. 

2.2 Deficiencies of the above series. 

2.2.1. The above account brings out a number of 
deficiencies of. the series of CPI numbers on. base 
August 1939, apart from the small number of rtems 
used for the computation. The following may be 
mentioned as the most important; · , 

(I) The weighting diagram was not based on a 
comprehensive family budget enquiry covering a 
representative sample of the working class popu!
·ation in Culcutta proper. Moreover, nothmg rs 
known about the methodology adopted for holding 
this enquiry or for obtaining the weighting diagram 
from its results. The words "with some modifica
tions" appearing in the avai!able . account,. as 
mentioned In the beginning, grve rrse to senous 
misgivings. Fro?I the scientific point of view, !•ck 
of documentation appears to be a most sertol;IS 
weakness, especially when one remembers that.m 
India at least up to the early 40s, the expertise 
need;d for such technical work was extremely 

rare. . d' , · 11 · ( · ht (ii) The group tn tees .or mrsce aneous "erg -
19%) and house-rent (weight-14%) were k•Pt frozen 
in a"n arbitrary manner. The miscellaneous group 
index was found to be 150 for March 1943, but 
a ain the records are completely absent. Also, t~e 
.;dices for the clothing group were constructed m 
I • < an unsatrs.actory manner. . . . 

(Iii) The choice of a srngle month, vrz., August 
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1939, instead of a whole year, as the base period 
of the series was far from appropriate. 

2.2.2. The Committee was unable to find any 
record of the original data or calculations under
lying the indices of the CPI series on base August 
1939--not even the black proforma used for price 
collection or for the computation of the index. The 
only ~at~rial available seemed to be (i) the five 
group mdrces, month by month; from October 1939 
to June 1957 and (ii) the weighting diagram and 
the base price (presented in Appendix III). Under 
the circumstances, It is not possible to pass any 
judgement on how well the Labour Bureau's Instruc
tions or other accepted principles were being followed· 
in the compilation of these indices. • 
. 2.2.3. The index was computed as the weighted 
average of the price relatives of the items In the 
usual manner. However, presumably for Items with 
several "specifications" (e.g. potatoe;, brinjals and 
onions for the item "vegetables"), the simple 
average of the price relatives of the constituents 
gave the price relative of the item. On the other 
hand, where more than one variety was selected for 
an item, the average price of the item was first obt
ained before computing the price relative. 

2.3 On Remedial Measures: The Weighting Diagram 

· .2.3.1. In spite of earnest efforts; the Committee 
farled to trace any record of the family budget 
enquiry carried o~t by the Bu~mah Shell company, 
the results of whtch were uuhsed for obtaining the 
weig~ting diagram. It was not clear whether the 
enqurry had been confined to the working-class 
e"!ployees of the company or bad Included its 
mrdd)e-class em~Joyees as well. There is also no 
defi!'tte lnformatton as to the geographical distri
butiOn of the employoes covered in the enquiry: 
presumably, the employees of the company at Budge 
Budge (outside Calcutta) had also been included. 



Centre 

0 

Ahmedabad 

Bombay 

Table :Zb 
BROAD WEIGHTING DIAGRAM BASED ON WORKING CLASS 

FAMILY BUDGET ENQUIRIES AT BOMBAY AND AHMEDABAD 

Weight 
Year of Food Fuel Clothing, Bedding and House 
enquiry and footwear, Household rent 

Light etc requisities 

1 .2 3 4 5 6 

1926 -57.9 7.0 9.4 1.2 11.7 
1933-35 49.3 6.6 9.1 0.4 11.0 
19~1-22 56.3 7.3 8.4 2.3 7.7 
1932-33 46.6 7.1 7.8 0.1 12.8 

Miuel--
laneous 
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12.7 
23.6 
18.1. 
25.6 

SouRcE: Table 8 in the Appendix to the Report on an Enquiry illto Working Class Family Budgets in Ahmedab d· G 
Central Press, Bombay, 1937. _ , a ' ovt. 

The above table shows bOw when most prices fell appreciably (in Ahmedabad food prices fell by 40 er . 
prices by 30 per cent. roughly speaking, between 1926 and 1932·35), the weigbtage of the food group Jecl~e~t and .cdlothbmg 
while that of "'miscellaneous" group increased. · - c cons1 era ly. 

2.3.2. The weighting diagram of the series. on for the working-class index. It is also poss"b] th 
base August 1939 appears to be· somewhat suspect, the then employees of the Burmah Sh 
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especially when compared with that based on an in the Budge Budge area obtained ~ company 
enquiry at the neighbouring industrial area of grains directly from the adjoining rlce-~r~!J?er food
Ja;;addal co:1ducted by the Indian Statistical lnstit- partly out of home-grown stock· in th" mg areas, 
ute during 1940-41 under the personal guidance of probably differed from the v'ast m 1~ r~spect they 
late Professor Mahalanobis. These diagrams, besides other industrial ;.vor~ers in Calcutta. aJonty of the 
a few others, are presented in Table 2a. · : ' . 2.3.4. Examma!Jon- of the weight f. . . · 

2.3.3. Compared with the weighting diagrams for ttems throws further doubts on thew .s h0 • md!vtdual 
Jagaddal (1940-41) and for the meniill class (1945), of the August 1939 series .. We etg ling dtagram 
the weighting diazram derived from the Burmah from discussing these io detail . in' ~herefrre, refrain 
S~ell enquiry shows a much smeller ,weightage for mentioned in the following p~rag;~ephs.o the points 
the "food" group and a much larger weightage for 2.3.5, Apart from the afore . · 
"house rent". The same contrasts are observed bet· Jagaddal (1940·41), there was :::;n~~ned fnquiry at 
ween the Burmah Shell weighting diagram and that working-class family budgets io and er enquuy mto 
used for the "1944 series" of CPI numbers (see Col whose results could be compared !l~ound Calcutta, 
2 above). Indeed, the weightage of "house rent" in Burmah Shell enquiry. We, the Wtt those of the 
Col {1) seems to be too high, when It is considered the pre-Second-World-War bud ref ore, looked into 
that a good propartion of workers lived in company ved in e_nquiries carried out at 0~~t P_atterns obser
quarters at nominal rent. This and the low weightage Ires in India, e.g., Bomba · er mdustrial cen
of the fnod group may be due to the inclusion of Madras. A careful perusal of ~h ~hmedabad and 
some miJdle-cla» families in the Burmah Shell en- that patterns similar . to that ~h Iterature showed 
quiry. It may be noted here that the weightage of Burmah Shell enquiry had been :o'Yn .up by the 
"food" group in the "Capital" series of CPI numbers enquiries.• Even so, the wei hta 0 tamed in ·other 
for middle class in Calcutta (base: August 1939) is the Burmah Shell enquiry see!ed ge of house-rent In 
53.6. One should expect the weightage of the "food" The follo\Ving results rna tobe rather high 
group to be smaller for the middle-class index thaq connection (Table 2b). Y be quoted in thi~ 

Table 2c 

BROAD WEIGHTING DIAGRAM BASED ON WORKING CL 
FAMILY BUDGET ENQUIRIES IN MADRAS:I935_

36 
ASS 

Group of 
workers 

Food (including Clothing Fuel and 
liquar & tobacco) light Housing 

0 1 2 3 
4 

I. Workers in organised 
industries 52.6 4.5 6.7 

2. Workers in unorganised 11.1 
industries: 

66.5 3.4_ (a) bid! 6.8 
(b) tailoring 58.1 5.9 7.4 15.9 
(c) harbour coolies 18.4 

& handcartmen 74 3.1 5.8 
9.2 

20 

Miscellaneous 

5 . 

25.] 

7.3 
10.2 

7.4 



2.3.6. For.the sake of interest, we may quote ortantly, repayment of debts. This last Item constl
some results for working class in Madras based on tuted about half of the miscellaneous expenditure 
an enquiry during 1935-36.6 It should be noted that of organised workers; so that the corresponding 
the workers In the unorganised industries were very weightage of "miscellaneous" might be, after adjust
much poorer than these In the organised industries men! for this item, somewhat above 15 per cent. As 
(Table 2c). far as workers in the unorganised industries are 
2.3.7. In the light of such results, one cannot rule concerned, only one point may be noted: about one 

out the weighting diagram of the "August 1939 third of food expenditure by "harbour coolies, etc."· 
series" for Calcuttl as altogether implausible. The was incurred on drinks. We mention these points to 
weight of 53.4 for the food group in the "Capital" stress that only rough comparisons are. possible bet
series for middle class (base: August 1939)· was ween the results based on such enquiries and those 
arrived at after excluding "housing" from the series. based on the llnquiries In and around Calcutta. -
If housing were included, the weight for the food 
group would have been lower than that fcir the food 2.4 On Remedial Measures: The Indices for Clothing, 
group in the August 1939 series for the working class. Food, Fuel, and Lif!ht 
The weight of the food group in the menial-class 
Index does not appear to be comparable because of 2.4.1. The clothing group was represented by just 
the obvious differences between the menial class and one Item, mentioned as "dhuti and saree", and the 
the working class. Actually, the sharp changes In specification was "coarse cloth". The base price Is 
the consumption pattern of Calcutta working class recorded as Rs 1.63 per pair. The sheets mentioned 
!between 1939-40 and 1944 appear to be fairly real- in footnote to paragraph 2.2.2. give the average prices 
istic In view of the marked rise in the pdce level. during the twelve months of the year 1944. No other 
It should be noted, 'nevertheless, that such marked information Is available· excepting the official ad
$hlfts in the consumption pattern were not observed mission about the difficulties faced in maintaining a 
for Jagaddal workers between'· 1940-41 and 1944-45 series of comparable price quotations In respect of 
and this continues to throw some doubt on the this Item. (see Para 2.1.4) · · 
weighting diagram of the "August 1939 series". · · 2.4.2. The Official· inde;c numbers of wholesale 
However, while the true· weighting diagram could be prices of cotton manufactures in Calcutta (base: July 
different from that based on the ·Burmah Shell en- 1914) ceased to be available after March 1942. The 
quiry, there is no satisfactory way of replacing the official index numbers of wholesale prices of cotton 
latter by some estimate of the former .. The Jagaddal manufactures in the Bombay market (base: 19 August 
(1940-41) diagram could perhaps be adopted, but 1939), however, continued to be available for some 
as Table 2c for different categories of workers in items and grounds, but again the indices for all 
Madras shows, the weighting diagram can· vary a indigenous cloth and imported cloth were not avail-' 
good deal between different groups in industrial able after August 1942. · . · 
workers in the same centre in the same period. Hence, 2.4.3. Clearly, the rise in the cloth;ng group ind
the true weighting diagram for Calcutta during 1939- ex of the CPJ between August 1939 and August 
40 might have differed appreciably from the Jagaddal 1942 was in satisfactory agreement with the ri&e in 
weighting diagram for 1940-4!. There could, of the 'official wholesale price indices of cotton manu
oeourse, be no question of adopting the weighting factures .. · There is, however, a large divergence 
diagram of the 1944 series for Calcutta as this was when we consider the average indices for 1944: 
expected to be considerably different from the true . whereas the average clothing group index of the 
weighting diagram for 1939-40. ' CPJ on base August 1939 was 467, the index of 

2.3.8. Some technical points may be noted before wholesale prices in the Bombay market appeared ·to 
this section is concluded. The early family budget have risen to 305 or 310. 
enquiries in India were often defective by present· 2.4.4. Several points may be noted In this counec
day standards. The enquiries at ·Bombay and tion. First, the divergence was much smaller up' to 
Ahmedabad appear to have excluded occasional exp- the calender year 1943, showing that the Calcutta 
enditure on· festivals and marriages, but included CPI for the clothing group was not doubtful, desp
(under "miscellaneous") gifts, provident fund and' ite the defect in its composition. It was only bet
above-all, remittance to dependants, This latter could ween 1943 and 1944 that the wholesale prices of 
come to about 4 per cent of total expenditure, rough- cotton ·manufactures in the Bomt.ay market fell 
ly speaking, according to information available from very sharply while according to the Calcutta CPI 
the reports of the two later enquiries at Bombay and series the retail prices of cloth in Calcutta fell only 
Ahmedabad, so that the corresponding weightage of' · slightly. The question is whether or not thi• was a 
"miscellaneous" should have been around 20 per correct reflection of what actually had happened. 
cent. In the Madras enquiry, pan-suparl, liquor and The Committee is inclined to accept the clothing 
tobacco were included under "food" and not under group price index as reasonable, keepbg in mind 
miscellaneous" as was done In the other enquiries that the war and the famine of 1943 had created an 
at Bombay and Ahmedabad. So far as the workers abnormal condition in Calcutta as compared with 
In organised industries are concerned, these could Bombay, and this had probably prevented the sharp 
amount to 10 per cent of the food expenditure at fall in cloth prices i~ Calcutta. The results of the 
Madras. On the other hand, "miscellaneous" in- two Jagaddallabour enquiries (see Appendix IV) 
eluded religious observances, feasts and festivals, PF lend some support to this view. 
payments, remittance to dependants and, most Imp. 2.4.5. The clothin~ group price iade& for the 
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The following shows some relevant averages of the monthly Indices: 

Jan-March 
1942 

Average index during 
Jan-Aug Calender year 

1942 1943 
Calender year 

1944 
1. CPI Clothing group index 
2. Wholesale price indices of cotton manu

factures in Calcutta (July 1914=100) 

'192.0 

180.5* 

195.8 

n.a. 

479.0 466.8 

n.a. n.a. 3. Wholesale price indices of cotton manu
factures in Bombay (19 Aug. 1939~ 100) 
(a) grey dhuti, Ahmedabad advance 194(] 
(b) -do-; 'lady at toilet' 
(c) standard shirting (indigenous) 

(d) all indigenous' cloth 
{e) all imported cloth 
(f) all i•digenous plus imported cloth 

176.7 
135.0 
217.3 
185.7 
196.3 
191 3 

200.8 
151.0 
243.1 
203.0 
2142 
209.8 

409.5 305.7 429.4@ 
428.6@ 307.0 

n.a. 316.1 

n.a. n.a. 

442.1 n.a·. 

*The index for August 1939 was 97. · 
@November figure n.a. 

second enquiry period (December 1944-Aprill94S) 
with the first enquiry period (December 1940-April 
1941) as base came out as 305 for the Jagaddal ind· · 
ustrlal area. The corresponding index based on 
the clothing group indices for Calcutta working 
class was 44.6.2. (average index during December 
1944 to April 1945)+129.8 (average index d!ir· 
ing December 1940 to April 1941)=344, approxl· 
mately. Alternatively, if the rise in clothing prices. 
between the two aforementioned periods were the 
same in Calcutta as in Jagaddal then the clothing 
index for Calcutta )Iring the later period would have 
been 305 x 129.1 (average clothing Index for. Cal· 
cutta during December 1940-Apri11941)=396 app
roximately, as against 446.2 fonnd from the indices 
of the August 1939 series. Clearly, the divergence 
is much smaller than between the clothing comp
onent of the CPI for Calcutta and the wholesale 
price of cotton manufactures in the Bombay market 
for the year 1944. 

2A.6. Considering the above, the Committee de· 
cided to leave the clothing group index of the 
"August 1939 series" unaffected as far as its average 
over the twelve months of 1944 is concerned. 

2 4. 7. The Committee also compared the prices 
of food and fuel and light items as recorded in the 
August 1939 series under discussion, with the corres
ponding prices from other sources, for the periods 
August 1939 and 1944. These sources were the Cal
cutta Municipal Gazette and the base (August 1939) 
prices of the menial-class cost of living index for ' 
Calcutta. The Municipal Gazette prices did differ 
somewhat from the base prices of the August 1939 
series but the discrepancies were usually small and 
not in any particular direction. In any case, the 
Municipal Gazette prices cannot be considered as 
more reliable In view of the fact that these prices 
were most surely not collected on the basis of detail· 
ed instructions and proper checking. The base pri· 
ces of tbe menial-class cost of living Index were also 
of undependable quality, because of the reasons ex· 
plalntd in the paragraph 2.6.4. The question of 
black-market prices did not appear to be important 
in view of the adequancy of amounts of food grains 

22 

311.6 

supplied by the rationing' s. ste . · 
end, the Committee decided t~ m In 1944. In the 
the August 1939 series as recor~c~tt the prices of 
and 1944, since there was 

00 
e or August 1939 

source for revising any of them.other more reliable 

2.5 On Remedial Measures; 'Th u 
' e HOUse Rent Index· 

'2.5.1. There are many the . 
difficulties In the constructlo orefhcal .-and practical 
· d Th i d no R"ho · " 1D ex., e n ex must reflect the usmg. group 
over t!me of the same type of h chap.ges .m price 
matenal used, etc., mustremai thonsmg, I.e, age, 

·Most of the early CPI se . 0 e same over .time. 
attempt to overcome these d.~es 

1
1n India did not' 

2.5.2. The index for "hou' cu ties, 
en at 100 throughout the li£s~{ent" had been froz-
1939 series". This of cou: me of the. "August 
When the prices of the other se,o Was unreasonable. 
200 per cent or more betw gr ups rose by about 
1944, house rent in ali probablilt August 1939 and 
some extent, for working-class Y rose, at least to 
cutta. . Population in CaJ. 

2.5.3 The population of c 1 . . 
in 1931, and 21.00 lakhs In 1a94~tta was 11.97 lakhs 
higher in 1944 because oflmmig • t' It was, certainly 
war production, etc. The ra Jon ,due to famine, 
show~ the volume of em lo foll?wmg statement 
ories ID Calc.utta from 1§39 ~!;~~4~ perennial fact-

Year 1939 1940 1941 

-=~=-:-----,_ ___ 1_94_2-~1~94:3~ 1944 
No. offac. 
tories 165 165 i94 Average 181 dally employ- 184 196 
ment ('000) ts.o 15.7 17.5. 16.6 18.4 19.5 

an~ b~~b~s that in spitd of the s · . 
1939 and 19,f4 the pressure of pop~Jf~~~l~g,caJ effect of war 

• mcreased between 



2.5.4. Valuable information was made available 
by Sri H.K. Chaturvedl from the unpublished re
sults of the Indian Statistical Institute enquiries at 
Jagaddal. Tht overcrowding in this industrial area 
had become more acute in the absence of new cons
tructions. The following are the relevant figures: 

Average per persont Percentage rise 
1940-41 1944-45 (+)or [all (-) 

1. FJoor space 
· (sq. ft.) 28.6 

2. -Do- iricluding un
covered verandah 
space sq. ft.). 45.3 

3. Housing rent incJu .. 
ding tax (Rs) 0.38 

24.0 

37,8 

0.42 

-16.1 

-16.6 

+ JO.S 

Owing to the steadiness .of rents of employers' quar
ters, which acted as a brake on the rising rents of 
privately owned houses, per capita· house rent in-

. ·creased by only about 10 per cent, but since per 
capita floor space fell by 16 per cent, the. price of 
housing can be taken to have risen by about 32 per 
cent between the two periods. It actually appears 
that in recognition of the Increased congestion in 
the Jagaddal area, some employers had permitted 
up to seven persons to live in one room· which pre
viously could house only four persons. 

2.5.5. Since, however, our concern was with the 
probable rise In the house rent of Calcutta workers, 
an enquiry was conducted by the present Committee 
with the help of experienced investigators to get a 
rough idea of t?e rise ill hou~e rent in th~ee bustee 
areas viz:, RaJabazar, Cosstpore and Ktdderpore, 
betw~en August 1939 and .1944. The investigators 
tried to contact working-class households who could 
recollect with confidence rates of rent paid, during 
these periods. Of course, the rent bad to refer to the 
same accomoadatlon during both the periods and 
substantial' alterations in the structure must not 
have been made in the intervening period. No att
empt was made to draw samples following a statist
ical design: only by exhausting typical areas could 
one get a fair number of dependable informants. 
Landlords could not be contacted, and no tenant 
was actually able to produce any. rent receipts. 
Nevertheless, the informants with good memory 
made supplementary remarks about factors affecting 
the changes in rent during the war years which gave 
the investigators some amount of confidence. 

2.5.6, The following summarleses the findings of 
the above-mentioned enquiries; 

Localtiy No of Average monthly rentj Percentage 
Bustee area households _. __ hf.!usehold ( Rs) rise. 

1939 1944 

Cossipore 12 2.94 3.65 24.1 
Kidderpore 20 5.41 6.30 16.4 
Rajabazar IS 4.30 4.73 · 10.1 
Combined 47 4.43 5.12 15.8 

If only Cosslpore and Kidder pore be considered 
there were the twd markets considered for the 
August 1939 series-the average rise in rent would 
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appear to be 20 per cent, rather than 16 per cent, ~s 
shown above. 

It may be noted that in only one case out of 47, 
the rent during the two different households which 
had occupied the same accommodation in the two 
periods. BecansJ: of this, this approach must have 
over-represented households sta~lng in the same 
place during the entire period and probably under~ 
estimated the rise .in rent. 

The above should be taken as onlv suggestive of 
what actually happened. There are serious weak

. riesses in the above procedure which should be ob
vious to any reader. 

2.5.7. Nevertheless, other corroborative evidence 
strongly suggests that house rents in Calcutta did 
rise to a significant extent during 1939-1944. A sur
vey conducted by the then Provincial Statistical 
Bureau, Government of Bengal, revealed that 'in 
four towns of Bengal (including towns subjected to 
dislocations caused by the Second World War), 
house rent rose considerably over the period 1940-
46. At the relevent household expenditure level, the 
rise In rent was nowhere less than :4 per cent. Tbe 
specific data cannot be reproduced here because the 
report is still classed as confidential. 

2.5.8. A more definitive evidence is provided by 
The Calcutta House Rent Control Order, 1943, 
which came into effect on 26th June, 1943. Para
graph 3 of this Order stated that '.'No landlord with 
effect from the first day of December, 1941... shall 
be deemed to have been entitled to charge a rate of 
rent which exceeds by more than ten per cent the 
rent that was being paid on that date .... " Thus ~ver 
the period 1.12.41 to 25.6.43, ten per cent in~rease 
on rent was even legally permitted, in Calcutta as 
defined under the Calcutta Municipal Act, 1923. 
The Bengal House Rent Control Order, 1942, v.hich 
was applicab!e to the w?ole of Bengal (except Cal
cutta and CbJttagong Hill Tracts) and which came 
into effect earlier on 1st April, 1942, permitted an 
increase of twenty per cent in rent over the period 
1.12.41 to 31.3.42. 

2.~.9. We are, therefore, of the opinion that the 
bousmg group CPI number for 1944 (average of 
twelve months) on base August, 1939, should be 
correctedfrom 100 to 120. 

2.6 On Remedial Measures: the 
Miscellaneous Group Index 

. 2.6.1. It b~s been noted above that no informa
tion was avatlable about the composition of the 
"miscellaneous" ~roup· of the August 1939 series, 
nor about th~ we!ghtages and base/current prices of 
the composmg ttems when the index of 150 was 

. worked out for the ·mouth of March 1943. How
ever, the co':erage of the miscellaneous group can be 
reason~bly mferred from the items included in the 
remalnmg groups. 
. · 2.6.2. Considerable efforts were made to collect 
mformation on changes in retail prices prevailing In 
Calcutta bet~een August 1939 and 1944, in respect 
of the 14 ttems representing the miscellane,us 
group in the "1944 series" for Calcutta. Unfort~n
ately, these efforts failed .almost completely. Even 
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leading organisations/de-alers had not preserved· old 
records and could . not quote the prices with any 
measure of confidence. 

2.6.3. Two other well-known series of cost of 
living index numbers for Calcutta had adopted 
August 1939 as base. Of these, the "Capital" series 
of index numbers for middle class is being compiled 
even today. In spite of repeated requests, the Com· 
mittee failed to get the weighting diagram and the 
base prices used in the construction of this well· 
known series.' However, as far as the miscellaneous 
group is concerned, this source of information might 

·not have been really helpful. During ·the twelve 
months of the year 1944, the miscellaneous group 
Index in the "Capital" series was on the average 
equal to 136, which is an Incredibly low figure.' 

2.6.4. The other ·series was that of menial-class 
cost of living inde~ number. for Calcutta (base: 
August 1939) which had been started in April 1947. 
The West Bengal Bureau of Applied Economics 
and Statistics furnished this, Committee with some 
interesting material relating to this series. The Com
mittee examined this material with great care, but · 
decided to make no use of them in its work. Tbe 
material did not permit estimation of the movement 
of the miscellaneous group index between August 
1939 and 1944 for the following reasons: · 

(i) The methodology of collecting the base prices 
was extremely weak. The Committee understood 
that the decision to start the menial class indices 
was made in 1946 and the base prices during August 
1939 had to be obtained by various methods such as 
(a) consulting accounts maintained by certain 
households, (b) contacting the Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce for the prices of articles like clothing, (c) 
contacting well-known dealers/organisations in Cal· 
cotta, (d) consulting the ~a!cutta Municipal G"?
ette, etc. It is not clear whtch price was collected tn 
which of these ways. The specifications are not al· 
ways sufficiently precise. That the sa~e set of.base 
prices was used for the old Calcutta sertes of mtddie 
class cost of living index numbers (prepared by _the 
State Statistical Bureau; Base: August 1939) gtves 
rise to serious misgivings: some c~ the prices,. e.g., 
that of bidi, might have related to qualities above 
the cheapest. · 

(ii) As the mental-class index was.started In 194?, 
prices during 1944 were not available from th1s 
source. . d 

(iii) The bas' prices of the 1944 sertes coni be 
compared but only for about. half the number . of 
miscellaneous ite;ns for whtch the correspondmg 
August 1939 prices were available; Again, for some 
items, the specifications cann.ot be assumed to be )he 
same in the menial-class senes and the 1944 sertes. · 
In fact, some specifica.tlons a.re not pe!fectl~ clear In 
either series. Correctuus tor qualtty dtffe_rences 
seemed to be necessary and thes~ were rather ~tfficult 
to apply. For "bidi", an i~em wtth .a large we1ghtage, 
the base price of the mental-class tndex appeared to 
be doubtful. · f 

(iv) There remained, _of course, the pro~lem o 
fi ding appropriate wetghts o! the different Items if 

0 wanted to compute a miscellaneous group Index. 
~: weights of the 1944~series were clearly lnappll· 

cable. The weighting diagram of the ·menial class 
index was also based on a Diet Survey In Calcutta 
carried out in 1945. 

2.6.5. The Committee, therefore, examined other 
available evidence bearing on the true value of the 
said miscellaneous group index. Fortunately, three 
strands. of evidence seemed to point in the same 
direction. · 

First, we examined the relative movements of the 
different group indices of· the 1944 series of CPI 
nur~;~bers for working class in Calcutta. Some relevant 
figures are given below. It may be noted that the•e 
indic~s were first computed for January 1949. • · 

It IS clear that so far as the working class poptrl-· 
ation Is concerned, miscel)aneous prices rose faster 
In Calcutta than the. prtces of other item-groups 
during the years following 1944. Later, the Korean 
war gave a gre~ter spurt to clothing prices but only 
for a short pertod. 

2.6.6. A. goo~ deal of information ·is available 
f~om the ptone~rtng enquiries at Jagaddal, an indust
rtal centre within the Greater Calcutta area · carried 
out . d:Uriog 1940-41 and !944-45 by th~ Indian 
StatiStical Imtltute. Appendtx IV gives the relevant 
results. !t. may be noted tha~ the construction of 
cost'?~ hvmg mdlces v:as.a maJor objective of these 
enqumes. I.n one of hts celebra~ed papers, Professor 
Mahala!'obJS dealt a~ length With various aspects of 
the fitdmgs, and utiliSed the material for computl 
the c':st of living_ indices for the later period (194'4: 
45) wtth the earher (1940-41) as base.• Table 19 f 
thts paper shows the following Indices: . .o 

Group: Food Clothing Fuel & Light Miscellaneous T tal 
Index: 277 305 280 276 ~3 

~ere it appears that t.he miscellaneous prices rose 
JUst as .much as fo5>d pnces or the general price level 
Exten~tve ~alcuiatton~ reported by Professor Maha~ 
lanobts I?omt ~o the htgh degree of reliability of the 
cost of hvlng mdlces for Jagaddal. It may be t s~ 
that the_ peri~d covered is t~at ~haracterised hnothe 
shar~est rise m prices; the mf!at10nary press Y 
hardly felt before 1940-41. ure was 

2.6.7. The Committee also examined the 
ments in the miscellaneous group index rei ~ove. · 
the general index during August 1939 to 194l1!e to 
many of . the official series of working-class 1~pj, 

Table2d 
CPI NUMBERS FOR WORKING CLAS 

(BASE: 1944=!00): AVERAGE OF TJEI~ CALCUTT A 
INDICES FOR SELECTED YEARr!'THLY 

GROUP• 
Year Food Fuel & Light Clol/iing, Miscellan- All 

eo us 
1944 100 100 
1949 137 117 1

100
36 114009 100 . 

1950 137 106 134 
1951 138 106 142 158 136 
1952 132 103 189 159 140 
1953 ]35 101 148 148 131 
1954 131 98 128 151 132 
1955 123 96 127 150 128 
1956 ' 124 100 130 148 123 
1957 . 145 106 137 151 

~'ilc;;;;"Te';;t;;;;;;;:~i:::-:~-:--1!:!4!_2 !58 132 
•J-Jouse rent ~roup index was frozeq a.tt ~lOOM • ...:. __ _:1;:40::_ 
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Table 2e 
AEtATiVil MOVEMENTS OF THE MISCELLANEOUS GROUP INDEX AND 

THE GENERAL INDEX FOR WORKING CLASS IN.DIFFERENT. · 
CENTRES OF INDIA DURING 1939·44 ' 

. Misc. Group Index General Index 
Centre Baseperoid Aug 1939 1944 %Change Augl939 1944 %Change 

Bombay July '33-June' 34 98 231 136 105 237 126 
Nagpur August 1939 · · 100 417 317 100 267 167 
Sholapur Feb. '27-Jan.' :l8 72 212 194 73 201 175 
Jalgaon August 1939 100 289 189 100 . 295 .195 
Ahmedabad Aug. '26-July' 27 100 220 120 73 212 190 
Madras July :35-June' 36 103 121 17 98 202 107 

numbers as possible. The following shows ·all the 
information that could be collected (Table 2e). 

2.6.8. All the three strands of evidence presented 
above point to the conclusion that, in general; the 
miscellaneous group index rises at least as fast as the 
general index. The Committee is, therefore, of the 
opinion that for- working class in Calcutta the mis
cellaneous group CPI number for ·1944 on base 
August 1939 may be taken as the same as the cor
responding general index. The revised Generallndex· 
(M) would then be found as follows: 

Group Weiglzts Group Index 
. -----=· ___ -.\(Average of 1944) · 

!:""Food 52.5 338:5-~· ··• 
2. Fuel & Light 7.5 346 9 
3. Clothing 7.0 466.8 
4. House Rent 14.0 120.0 (Revised) 
S. Miscellaneous 19.0 M 

Total 100.0 

The reviSed General Index M 
338.5x52.5 plus 346.9x7.5 plus 466.8 x7.0 plus 

. · 120.0x14.0 plus 19.0 
100 

338.5x52.5 plus 346.9x7.5 plus 466.8 

M 
19 M x7.0 plus 120.0x 14.0 

or -Too x . 100 
Or 81M=25320.6 or M=312 6 
That is, the revised Miscellaneous Group Index 

and the revised General Index for 1944 on base 
August 1939 should be 312.6 (approximately 313). 

.fl..7 On Remedial Measures:· The Month of 
August as Base 

2.7.1. Some representatives· of employees pointed 
6ut that the choice of a single month as the base 
period for the series on. base August 1939 was in· 
appropriate from the scientific point of view. This 
criticism Is no doubt justified. They also urged that 
since consumer prices are generally high during the 
month of August relative to the annual average level 
of prices, the choice of such a base had led to under
estimation of the true rise In the consumer price 
level. The Committee . felt that it would have been 
more satlsfactoty if the calendar year 1939 as a 
whole had been selected as the base. However, 
according to its terms of reference, the Committee 
had to examine the linking factors for converting 
indices of the current CPI series on base 1960 to 
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. indices of the old series on base August 1939 (and 
not the calendar )"ear 1939). It seemed. to be beyond 
the jurisdiction of the. Committee to recommend a 
change In the base penod of the CPI series on base 
August 1939, howe•er unscientific the choice of 
August 1939 as base might be. 

2.7.2. A related point may be mentioned at this 
stage_. S?me employees' repre~entatives argued that . 
the hoking factor for converting the indices of the 
1944 s~ries to those of ~he August 1939 series should 
beAlenyed by comparmg the price level in August 
1941 (mstead ~f the annual . ~verage price level 
durmg 1~4~) With tha~ prevadmg in August 1939 . 
If no reVISIOn be made m any of the existing indices 
this w~uld give a linking factor equal to 2.96. Th~ 
Comm1~tee ga'.'e the fullest consideration .to this 
~uggest10n but Jn the end was unable to recommend 
Jts acceptance. 
' 2.7.3. It should be remembered that the main task 
of the Committee was to examine the existing linking 
factor for converting the indices of the current CPI 
ser!es on bas: 1960 to indices on base August 1939 . 
Th1s conversiOn _fa~tor can be conceived of as the 
pro~uc~ of two hnkmg factors as indicated below: 

Lmkmg factor=(CPI for 1960 on base 1944) x 
(CPI for. 19_44 on base August 1939). If here the 
second hnkmg factor is changed to the CPI for 
August 1944 on base August 1939, then the first 
factor must also be changed to the CPI for 1960 on 
~ase 4ugust 1944 . (though it would be well-nigh 
1f!ll?<?SS1ble to obta1!1 ~his index-number), and the 
nse m the second lmkmg factor would be effected 
by a fall in the first, leaving the product ·of the two 
unchanged.· 

2.8 The Existing Linking Factor ·and the 
·Recommended Change 

2.~.1. We have now to assess the impact of the 
revis10ns reco!fi!fiended above on the existing linking 
factor for denvmg the August 1939 series from u e 
later 1944 series. The first thing to do of course 
was to examine_th.e ex!sting linking facto;. ' 
. 2.8.2. Th~ existing hoking factor, 2.63, for deriv
mg. the senes on August l939 as base from the 
senes on the year 1944 as base, was arrived at by the 
State Govern_ment by some method which is not clear 
from the available records. In the correspondence 
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between the State Government, on the one hand, 
and the Central Statistical Organisation, New Delhi, 
and the Labour Bureau, Simla, on ihe oiher, It was· 
stated that this factor was "obtained by equating to 
100 the in iex for August 1939 on base 1944=100 
with the weighting diagram of the index series on 
base 1944= 100". This means that the 1944 series 
was extended backwards to obtain the index in ihat 
series for the month of August 1939 and the reciprocal 
of the index was taken as the linking factor or, in 
other words, the linking factor was the Paasche 
Index for the year 1944 on August 1939 as base. 
This clearly is not ihe usual method of deriving the 
linking factor followed by the Labour Bureau and 
other agencies.' It resembles the second method of 
deriving linking factors described in the Labour 
Bureau publication, Working Class Consumer Price 
Index Numbers in India-a Mono~:raph, Vol 1, 1972, 
pp 35-37. The said monograph clearly mentions that 
this method involves serious data problem. and is 
therefore "only of academic Interest". · Thus, in the 
present case, a strict application of· this .method 
would require prices during August 1939 in respect 
of the 58 items of the 1944 series. It is not known 
how this difficulty was overcome by the State 
Governments. 

2.8.3. The working sheets mentioned in a footnote 
to plragraph 2.2.3 suggest that probably the cal-cul
ation were based on price data. for the 19 items of the 
August 1939 series and revised weights, appropriate 
for 1944, somehow worked o•t for these items. Such a 
procedure must be considered as extremely unusual; 
in fact, it is not mentioned at all in the Laq~ur 
Bureau Monograph referred to above. Also, it does 
not tally with the broad description ·Of the proced
ure given in the correspondence referred· to earlier. 

2.8.4. The Committee, however, found that the 
factor 2.63 i• obtained through the undermentioned 
steps of computation: · 

(i) taking the reciprocals of the five Laspeyre-type 
group indices (on base August 1939) averaged over 
the twelve months of the year 1944; 

(ii) calculating the weighted average of the five 
group indices for August 1939 on 1944 base obt~ined 
as reciprocals in {i) above, using the group weights 
of the 1944 series, to obtain the over-all index ( +38) 
for August 1939 on 1944 as base; and , , 

(iii) taking the reciprocal of over-all index reached 
in Iii) which come out as 2.63. · 

This means that the data prob!em mentioned at 
the end of paragrapil 2.8.2 might have been over, 
come by accepting the Laspeyre-type group indices 
of the August 1939 ·series for the year 1944 and 
wvrking out a Passche-type linking factor on the 
basis of these. However, such a hybrid index also 
finds no mention in the literature. 

2.8.5. It should be noted that it is customary to 
take as the linking factor the simple average of the 
indices of the old series over the base period of. the 
new series. The Committee decided to adopt this 
approach.10 In the present case, the simple average 
of the (twelve month) Indices of the series on base 
August 1939 during the year 1944 turns out to be 
2.70 and not 2.63; The Committee is ~f th7 view 
that even disregardmg the downward b1as m the 
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A!Jgust 1939 series because of freezing of the 
miscellaneous and the house-rent group indices, 
2.79, Instead of 2.63, should have been the linking 
factor. _The. La.bour Bureau, Simla, expressed the 
same v1ew m. Its memorandum submitted to the 
present Committee. 

. 2.8.6. The committee. wishes to recommend 
furt~er change In t~~ linking factor as would be 
requrred by the· reviSion. of the August 1939 series 
for ihe year 1944, .due to corrections of the mis
cellaneous and the house rent group Indices and 
the consequential correction. of the genera1lndex 
as recommended above .. We therefore recomm d 
that, considering ~11 aspects' of the ca;e, the link~~ ' 
factor f~r · convertmg the 1944 series to ihe Au us1 
1939 senes be corrected from 2.63 to 3 13 as wa g 
ted by the caJcuJatiO':JS given in the p~ragrapb r:r 

2.8.7. The Commtttee is aware that th r kl. · 
factor 3.13 recommended by it may b e 10 hog 
h . h 1 h e somew at 

1g e.r or ower t an the true }inking factor which 
remams unknown. The Committee has bee 

1 handicapped by the absence of dependable n ts~~~~e ) 
data. The true group indices -for · " 8

1 ath
1~ IC,~ 

"h ·" d" · 11 co mg ousmg an m1sce aneous" may dill! ' 
extent from those adopted above er to . some 
welghtage of the housing group (14 O%). 1 Alsob the 
too high and tba~ of the food group cs2.s%)p:o i ly 

Some calculatiOns were made b • . oo ow. 
weightages and group indices ·whicb vary1_ng these 
computation of the above linking facfo~ ~nt.o !he 
each of t~I:em a set of different plailsihle valu SSigomg 
example, If the welghtage of housing be d esd For 
I (%) and that . o( food correspondin~~ rce by 
by I (%), the linking factor of 3 13 would n_creased 
by about 0.03. It .appeared on ihe w mcrease 
true linking factor ·may lie anywhere 1 hole ~hat the 
having the, figure 3.13 recommendednban mterval 
the centre." · Y us near 

Chapter 3 

THE 1944 SERIES 

3.1 The Construciion of the 1944 series 

3.1.1. A detailed account of· th 
al<!ng with ~h!' weighting diagiam e )944. series, 
umts for pncmg, is given in the R spe.1ficat10n and 
mittee Report. We; thereto e amamurthi Com
bringing out the salient r 1~five a brief account 
reproducing the weighting ':liag s, and refrain fro~ 

3.1.2. The State series 
0

{"m, etc. . · 
Calcutta working class on b CPI numbers for 
compiled by t4e Labour Com a.se. 1944 used to be 
of West Bengal. It was introguss~ner, Government 
1957, even though month! r uce • as .late as in July 
able from January 1949. Y ~heup 10~1Ces were avail, 
Wor~mg Class on base 1960 . se.nes for Calcutta 
published every month si IS be1~g compiled and 
Labour ~ureau. Although ~~e. Apr11. 1963 by the 
1944 smes was disconti de Publication of the 
compilation was continuc3~e from July 196) its 
compiling the all-India w ok-'he sole purpose' of 

·on base 1949. or log-class CPI number 
3.1.3 The weighting dia 

gram of the 1944 series 
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was based on a worklng-ciass family budget enquiry 
conducted during August 1944-July 1945 In 11 of 
the municipal wards in the Calcutta Corporation 
area having the largest concentration of labo';lr bus
tees. The enquiry carried out under the ausptces of 
the Government of India Cost of Living Index 
Scheme was .confined to non-casual labour families. 
Tbe weighting diagram was based on the. 2707 
multi-member families in the sample; that is, single· 
member families forming about 45 per cent of 
sample families were ignored for this purpose. The 
reference period for the enquiry was one. week pre
ceding the date of Interview, but for clothing and 
household requisities the "inventory method" was 

. followed. House rent included imputed rental values 
for workers residing in their own houses:'" 58 items 
·were included. for the compilation.of the series-'-24 
food items, 5 representing fuel and lighting, 14 re
presenting clothi:Jg and footwear, 1 fox housing and 
14 for the miscellaneous group. Tbe weights of those · 
items were obtained by suitable irop_utation proced
ures for taking account of the excluded items. 

3.2 Correction ofthe-1944· Series by the 
Ramamurthi Committee 

3.2. 1 Many criticisms of the 1944 series of CPI 
numbers were answered by the Ramamurthi Comm~ 
lttee. The Committee however, agreed that the group 
index for clothing, besides that for housing, needed 
corrections. As regards clothing, the price collection 
work seemed to have been unsatisfactory: substitu
tion of varieties had been frequently and carelessly 
resorted to whenever the specified variety. was not 
available in the market. It appeared that iu. many 
cases the price range had been the guiding considera
tion rather than the eqivalence of quallty. 

3.2.2 As no record of subsititution had been kept, 
the Committee could not locate the errors made and 
correct the deficiencies for individual items of the 
clothing group, They, however, felt that the clothing 
group indices of the 1944 series for the year 1960 
could be an under-estimate. The clothing group ind
ices of the said series were then compared with the 
series of official all-India wholesale price indices for 
cotton manufactures converted to base 1944-100 13 

it was observed that from 1953 to 1960 the CPI 
numbers for the clothing group were lower than the 
corresponding Wholesale price indices: they also 
showed no rise in prices between 1950 and 1960, 
while the wholesale price indices rose steadily during 
the period. Between 1944 and.1960, the CPI for the 
clothing group rose by 42 per cent, as again~! 63 per 
cent for the all-India wholesale price index of cotton 
manufactures. 

3.2.3 The Ramamurthi Committee concluded that 
the CPI numbers for the clothing group had under
stated the increase between 1944 and 1960. Being 
unable to correct the prices of Individual items of 
the group, they applied a rough! correction to the 
clothing group index for 1960, by allowing the same 
rate of increase in the index as observed in the all· 
India wholesale price Index for cotton manufactures 
between 1944 and 1960. Accordingly, the 1960 CPI 
number for clothing group for Calcutta on base 1944 
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·was raised by 21 points, from 142 to 163. In defence 
of this procedure, It might be stated that there is no 
reason to believe that relative changes in retail prices 
should be appreciably greater or appreciably smaller 
than the corresponding changes in wholesale prices. 
3.2.4. As regards the house rent Index, the Rama

murthi Committee noted that freezing this index at 
100 was a major deficiency which required correction. 
Essentially, the Ramamurthi Committee compared 
the average expenditure per family on house rent in 
1944 with that in 1960 and obtained a house rent 
index of 224 for the year 1960 on base 1944. There 
could be many theoretical arguments against the 
procedure adopted, but It does not seem to be poss
ible to Improve upon it. 

3.2.5. Dependable. information on rent-free and 
owned houses occupied by workess in the Calcutta. 
Corporation area was not available for the base 
period. Both. in the 1944-4"5 and in the 1958-59 
family budget enquires, the expenditure on house 
rent included the inputed valle of owned and rent
free homes.'• The 1944-45 enquiry showed that the 
average multi-member working-class family in Cal
cutta spent Rs 4.81 per month on house rent, taxes 
and repairs. Comparable information for 1960 was 
not available from the slx-mothly house rent surveys 
conducted by the Labour Bureau. The 1958-59 
'working-class family living survey for Calcutta gave 
an estimate of Rs 10.66 per month which seemed to 
. be comparable. This estimated expenditure on hous
ing was then projected to get the corresponding 
figure for 1960 by applyirg the average rate of 
change of house rent expenditure as revealed by the 
six-monthly bouse rent surveys of the Labour Bureau 
during 1960-62. The resulting figure worked out to 
Rs 10.79 and yielded the· house. rent index of 224 
mentioned above. , · 

3.2.6. The arguments behind the last-mentioned 
step of projecting the estimate for 1958-59 to get the 
level of expenditure on housing for the year 1960 
are not very clear to this Committee. The Rama
murthi Committee simply writes: "After careful 
,examination of the movement of house rent index of 
the Labour Bur~au series we have come to the con
clusion that the rate of change of house rent as 
revealed. by the six-monthly house rent surveys for 
the penod 1960-62, would be applicable for the 
period 1958-59 to 1960. This is, of course, debat
able. Also, the present Committee has some doubts 
about the correctness of the time-trend revealed by 
the house-rent survey.16 However, it does not feel 
that the estimate of the Ramamurthi Committee 
can be revised with any certitude. 
. 3.2.8. The revision of the house-rent ·and clothing 
group Indices as described above led to a revision of 
the general index for· .1960 on base 1944 from !51 
to 1961. The Ramamurthi Committee, therefore 
rec?mmended ~hat the linking factor (1.51) fo; 
denvmg the senes on base 1944 from the series on 
base 1960 be raised to 1.61, and this recommend• 
ation was accepted by the Government. 

3.3 Further Objections aga/n.st the 1944 Series 

3.3.1 Doubts were expressed by scme repre•ent· 
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atives of employers about the low weightage of the 
housing group in the 1944 series (6.7%) and in the 
1960 series (8.4%). It was also alleged that the 
estimated per family expenditure on house rent, etc., 
as revealed by the FLS enquiry of 1958·1959 for 
Calcutta working class was incredibly low. This 
latter had served as the basis of the revision of the 
house rent index carried out by the Ramamurthi 
Committee. Some statistical evidence was cited in 
this connection. The Committee went carefully into 
this matter and came to the conclusion that estimates 
utilised in the official CPI numbers are quite sens" 
ible and the statistical evidence mentioned above is 
either in broad agreement with them or too weak to 
contradict them seriously. To all appearances, the 
family budget enquiries of 1944-45 and 1958·59 were 
comprehensive enquiries conducted on sound scienti
fic principles and threw up sensible results. 

3.3.2. As regards the weightage of the housing 
group in the 1944 series, one may note that the 
corresponding weightage in the menial-class series 
for Calcutta (base: August 1939) derived from the 
Calcutta Diet Survey carried out, in 1945 was very 
similar, viz. 6.69 per cent. The lSI enquiries at 
Jagaddal gave even lower weightages, 4.4 per cent 
during 1940·41 and 2.7 per cent during 1944-45.16 

But what is important is to note that in Jagaddal, 
during the war, there was a substantial fall in 'the 
weightage of housing resulting from much sharper 
rise in ether prices relative to house rent, and the 
same must have happened for Calcutta also, the 
weigbtages being 14.0 per cent for the August 1939 
series (though regarded as doubtful) and 6.7 per 
cent for the 1944 series. The weightage of 8.4 per 
cent for housing in the 1960 series for Calcutta is In 
agreement with the pattern revealed by the FLS 
enquiries in other centres in West Bengal and else
where. The higher weightage of .house rent in the 
1960 series is expected in view of the faster rise in 
bouse rent than in the general price level over the 
years 1944-45 to 195S-59. · · 

3.3.3. The 1944-45 family budget enquiry in Cal
cutta was confined to non-casual labour families and 
the weighting diagram was based on the consumption 
pattern of multi-member families. Tpe 1958-59 
enquiry included casual labour families and the 
weighting diagram. ~as based on single as well as 
multi-member famtltes. There was thus some lack 
of comparability between the two weightages, though 
it was likely to have been inconsequential. Had the 
1958·59 procedures been followed in the earlier 
enquiry, the 1944 weightage for house rent might 
have been slightly lower than 67 per cent, as accord· 
Jng to the 1944-45 enquiry, bouse rent bad a weight
age of 5.4 per cent in the budgets of single-member 
units. . . 

3 3 4 We come now to the statistical evtdence 
pla~ed by the workers' representatives hefu_re this 
Committee. The Report on the Enquiry li<Jo lfr-using 
Conditions in 21 Urban Centres in the Sta~y the 
West Bengal State Statistical Bureau,, base~ on an 
nquiry conducted in 1953 and pubhshed m 1955, 

e boWS that for households in the lowest expenditure 
8 Is at least J 5 to 20 per cent of the total bouse· 
~;ld ~xpenditure was incurred on bouse rent. Apart 
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from the fact that the consumer expenditure data 
colle~ted in this enquiry were very weak, this 
enq~;nry exclude~ the bustees and covered all 
sections of tbts propulation in ·. the remaining 
areas. The R~sults for Calcutta strongly suggest 
that the workmg-class households did not form 
the bu!k; of the sample. Thus, even in the lowest 
expendtture .levels •.. f>Ver~belming majority of the 
h
1

outsbeho
1
lds w

1
ere hvmd_g m '.'mainly pucca" houses. 

n e owes expen tture level of Rs 1_100 per 
month, the aver~ge household was·occuyping roughly 
I! rooms, that ts, about 155 sq ft of fi 
A · 11 k "ddi · · oor space. s IS ~e nown, mt e-cl~ss households would be 
spendmg a larger proporl!on of thet"r . 
b t b . mcome on 

ouse ren t . an workmg-class household t tb 
same level of mcome. s a e 

3.3.5. The Report of the Bus tee Surve . C l · 
1958-59, by the West Bengal State Statt'sYt!" 1 aBcutta, 
(s · t' 1 c 1 1 tea ureau ee, mpar tcu ar, o s. X & XXrelatin t K"dd 
pore-Chetla and Canal West areas r g .0 t er
cited to show that the weigbtage of h~pecl!veiy), was 
not be lower than 15 per cent and th use rent could 
expenditure on housing per family pat the average 
well above Rs 10 and far ab er month was 
FLS 1958-59 estimate of Rs ~~~ tb~corresponding 
rent'figures in the Bustee surv~y ~el t'd• the house 
(i.e. , multi-member) families a i a e to n~tural 
strictly comparable with those" ~f nfh re~\ Ftgures 
are not available. However the e L. 1958-59 
expenditure on bouse rent ~er mufti;S esl!mates of 
per month is Rs 10.66 (and z-member family 
tinned above), including imput~~t Rs 7. 36 as men
and rent-free houses, and constitute~es~~ of owned 
total consumer expenditure · per cent of 

3.3.6. The average monthiy re t fi . . 
two bustee areas are not much big~ . gures for the 
11.46 and Rs 11.29. The corres 

0 
e~, they are Rs 

monthly income are not avail~bldtng averages of 
for all natural families were respectl b~t t~e average 
and Rs 116.25 .. The rent-pa ers ~ ve Y s 122.24 
per cent of this group in J!oth ormed about 80 
owners about 8 to 10 per cent T:he areas and the 
to hav~ much higher avera e. in e owners seemed 
remaining households. Maki~ r come than . the 
It would be ro.ughly about 1~ ough correctiOns, 
not so different from the weigbfaer cbnt which Is 
FLS data. The two sets of we ge ased on the 
strictly comparable, however 

8
1;btages are not 

rent expenditure to income and tb one relates bouse 
to total <;onsumer expenditure Ite f>lhe~ relates it 
that the mcome figures in the b 

1 
IS qutte possible 

from downward bias. us ee survey suffered 
3.3.7. Some evidence was al . 

City of Calcutta: A socto-Econ so Cited from The 
S.N.Sen, bas~d on the socio-eom/c S.urvey by Dr 
Calcutta camed out during 19~g_nomtc· survey of 
the Departments of Econom· 55 to 1957-58 by 
the. Calcutta University. Here thcs and Statistics of 
of mcome spent on rents a e over-an percent•ge 
speaking, but the surve ppears to be 13 rou hi 
nlation living in ·the citycov':{"d all class~s of :ot. 
seem to be available for ~he no ~eparate results 
ati~n. The monograph by Sri stork;IDg·class popul
entttled Housing Condition . Yamal Chakrabort · 
the same survey shows th t . zn Calcutta based Y 

' a In 1956-57 ib on 
• e average 
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amount of monthly rent per renter family was Rs 
7.47 for tenants of a/l-kutclza houses and Rs 9.43 for 
tenants of all,kutclu and semi-kutc/za houses. Table 
11 (iii) show that where the per capita room space 
was not greater than 30 sq. ft., the. monthly rent per 
tenant household w JS Rs 12.34, on an average, for 
all types of houses. Such figures are not available 
for multi-member families separately; nor is any 
adjustment possible for imputed rental of owned 
or rent-ftee houses .. From Table 11 (vi) It appears 
that tenants In semi-kutclza and al/-kutc/za 
houses spent 11.9 per cent of their income on house
rent. However, this percentage is obtained. in a 
doubtfull manner; While the average income is 
calculated by including nOJ\·renter families, the 
average rent is that paid by the rent-payers only. 
In any case, the former average was only 78.80 per 
month which was much lower than the FLS 1958·59 
average for working-class families in Calcutta (Rs 
97.36), and Sri Chakravorty admits" that the income 
data utilised in his analysis were· possibly under• 
estimated. On the whole, therefore, these data do 
not seriously contradict those based on FLS 1958-59. 

3.3.8. It may be in order to mention here another 
kind of argument placed before this Committee. 
Table 4.02 on page 40 of the Survey of Housing Con• 
dillon in Calcutta Corporation Area, 1963, published 
by the West Bengal State Statistical" Bureau, shows 
how average household expenditure on house rent 
and taxes varied markedly with the period of 
occupation of the dw~lling. Actually, .the average 
monthly" expenditure per 100 sq. ft of floor space 
was Rs 17.29 when the period of occupation was 
more than 12 years, but Rs 44.28 when that period 
was only one year. From this, the workers' repres· 
entativcs argued that the rate of rent per 100 sq.ft. 
had gone up from Rs 17.29 in 1951 toRs 44.28 
in 1963, that is, by 156.1 per cent in course of 
12 years. This argument,· however, cannot stand 
scrutiny. For either period, the average expenditure 
bas to be worked out by considering all renter 
household, irrespective of period of · occupation. 
For this and for other weighty reasons, the figures 
given in the aforementioned table cannot give a house 
rent index for (say) 1963 on base 1951. Moreover, 
the survey had left out bustees, refugee colonies, 
messes, etc., and hardly covered the workinR·Class 
population. 

3.3.9 The representatives of ,workers raised many 
other points. Some criticised the smallness of the 
sample sizes, that is, the number of markets and 
items covered in the price collection; some stressed 
the need of taking note of the seasonality in cons. 
umption and prices; others the choice of the year 
1944 as· base and its use for a prolonged period up 
to 1960; and so on. The Committee felt that while 
there. was substance in some of these criticisms, 
there was no basis for supporting that such deficien· 
cles of the 1944 series had led to significant bias 
of the CPI numbers.' Question was also raised 
regarding the refusal of the authorities to take into 
account the black-market prices but· it did not 
appear to be important in view of the adequacy of 
amount of foodgrains supplied by the rationing 
system in 1944 and the absence of any such system 
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in the year 1960. Doubts were raised in general 
term about the quality of price data collected for 
items in groups other than clothing and house rent, 
but concrete instances were not mentioned and no 
evidence quoted to. show that some prices were 
prima facie inaccurate. 

3.4 The Second Linking Facior 

3.4.1 The present Committee has to examine the 
linking factor for deriving the old Calcutta series of 
CPI numbers for working class, base August 1939, 
from the current series on base 1960. The existing 
linking factor Is the product of two linking factors, 
the first (2.63) for deriving the August 1939 series 
from the series on base 1944, and the second (1.61) 
for deriving the 1944 series from the 1960 series. 
For reasons mentioned in Appendix V, the Com· 
mittee decided that the· over-all linking factor be 
obtianed in this way, as the product of two linking 
factors, and that such of the existing factors. be 
subjected to careful examination. The examination 
of the first linking factor has been carried out In the 
preceding chapter; that of the second will now be 
our concern. 

3 .4.2 The second linking factor was 1.51 in the 
beginning, but was raised to 1.61 subsequently on 
the recommendations of an Expert Committee head· 
ed by Dr. B. Ramamurthi. This Expert Committee 
had been set up by ·the Government of India In 
1967 for examining the State series of CPI · numbers· 
for four centres, including Calcutta. As regards the 
Calcutta centre, the Committee was asked to exam· 
ine the CPI number for Calcutta (base 1944-1 00) 
and to suggest whether any change was necessary in 
the linking factor (1.51) worked out by the Labour 
Bureau for deriving the 1944 series from the series 
on base 1960, "because of any deficiencies relating 
to princing of various index items" including in the 
1944 series. Chapter IV of the Report of this 
Expert Committee18 gives an account of the exam
ination made by the Committee also its recommend· 
ations, in respect of the Calcutta centre. 

3.4.3 If the terms of reference of the present Exp
ert Committee be interpreted ·1n a strict manner, a 
fresh examination of the linking factor for deriving 
the 1944 ~eries form the 1960 series seems to be in
cluded in the terms of reference. Since, by their 
terms of reference, the Ramamurthl Committee 
could only correct the pricing deficiencies in the 
1944 series, other types of deficiencies might profit·. 
ably be examined by the present Committee. 

· 3.4.4 The present Committee made a thorough 
·examination of the linking factor for deriving the 
1944 series from the current series on base 1960, and 
came to the conclusion that the existing factor of 
1.61 accepted on the recommendations of the Rama· 
murthihi Committee, did not require any . further 
revision, or more precisely speaking, no further revi· 
sion could be made with a reasonable measure of 
confidence. 

3.4.5 The only step that this Committee could 
possibly take to further revise the linking factor of 
1.61 arrived at by the Rammurthi Committee was 

. to use a weighting diagram obtained by pooling 



tne smgte·memoer Iamtues to get tne over-au cons• 
· umption pattern during 1944-45. The necessary in· 
formation is available In the Report of the 1944-45 
enquiry. But, a priori, the procedure of leaving out 
the single-member families has no known bias· as far 
as the CPI number is concerned and the effect of the 
above revision would in all probability be very' 
amall. Also, nothing can be done now ·to take ac· 
count of tile casual workers excluded in the 1944-45 
family-budget enquiry. Taking all these into cons, 

. ideration, the Committee concluded that it was not 
worthwhile to make a further ,revision of the existing 
linking factor (• .61).. · 

Chapter 4 

THE 1960 SERIES 

4.,1 General 

4.1.1. The extended terms of reference of the 
Committee include examination of the methodology 
of price collection and substitution followed in the 
current series of CPI numbers for the working class 
in Calcutta (base: 1960). As the interest centres on 
the linking factor for converting the indices of the 
current series on base 1960 to the indices of the old 
series on base August 1939, the methodology of con· 
structing the indices of the current series may not; 
strictly speaking, be relevant to the major question 
referred to this Committee. But, if the current series 
of index numbers be defective in the sense that it 
fails to measure with reasonable accuracy the changes 
in consumer price level after 1960, the usual method 
of linking the current series to the older series (see 
Appendix V) cannot be justified and an examination 
of tile methodology adopted for constructing the 
1960 series may become necessary. Since, however, 
any "revision" of the 1960 series was obviously out· 
side the scope of the present Committee, it was 
decided to roake only a broad examination of the 
existing procedure of price collection and substit· 
ution with a view to making some general observa
tions including some suggestions for improvement. 

4. 1.2, The first point that struck this Committee 
was the inadequacy of the organisation set up for the 
price coilecti •D work. The live markets in Calcutta 
are covered by . five part-time Price Collectors 
appointed from the employees of the Labour Direct• 
orate of the State Government. Their work is 
supervised by the Price Supervisor, who also is a 
Joint Labour Commissioner of the Government of 
West Bengal. The Price Collectors are remunerated 
at Rs 25 per month besides Rs 5 paid as TA and the 
Price Supervisor is paid on honorarium of Rs 52.50 
per month inclusive of Rs 10 as TA. There is; be· 
sides the supervision exercised by the whole-time 
staff 'of the Regional Office of the Labour Bureau at 
Calcutta. The Regional Office (Calcutta) and the 
two Senior Investigators have to check the price 
collection work at 13 centres including Calcutta, 
The total number of markets in these 13 centres is 
as large as 28, The following observations may be 
rna de in this connectiOn. 

4.1.3. The Price Collectors' remuneration Is 

cxrremeJy meagre anu snou1a oe rev1se<1 upward in 
view of the rise in consumer prices. Also, the staff 
of the Regional Office requires strengthening. The 
Price Collectors should be whole-time workers as far 
as possible, Considering the. importance of the 
work done by them-vast sums of money are paid 
out on the basis of the CPI numbers_:the endless 
variety of problems faced by them in the field and 
the need of solving them urgently by probing enquir· 
les, we feel that the price collection work needs 
greater time and attention than given at present 
from the primary. v:-orkers as well as the Supervisors. 

· In any case, the. Pnee Coll~ctors should be allowed 
to spend more tune over pr1ce collection work during 
off!ce ho!'rs,. 'Yhe~ever necessary to carry out the· 
pr1mary !nvest1gat1~ms an.d settle points of doubt to 
their satisfaction either smgly or with the help of the 
supervlso~ sta!f .. The State Government should 
attach h1gh pnor!tY · to this work and should not 
overburden the Pnce_Collectors and the Price Super· 
visors with other· duties so that they may be able t 
do full justice to this job, 0 

4.2 House Rent . 

4.2.1. There Is some room ~or criticism, of the 
treatment of bouse rent as made m. the current series 
of CPI numbers, although what IS. being done Is a 
vast. impr~vement over what used to be done in th 
earh~r sen~s .of _CP! numbe_rs in India. The bou~ 
rent mdex 1s penod1cally .rev1sed on the basis of data 
on ~ouse rent collected !wice 1l year through the 
National Sample Survey 10 respect of dwell1' · 
h b.t d b k' 1 • ngs ID· a 1 e y wor mg-c ass •amilies The d n· 
selected for the purpose are those o~cup1'ed bwe 10j!S 

I f . d t . J k . • , , Y a SUu-sall?p e o .m u! na wor ers fam1hes covered b tb 
mam Famtly L1ving Survey (1958-59) at each y t e 
The sample of dwelling is staggered uniformlcen re. 
each half-year (viz. January to June and fu1~v~~ December), !mown as a round. The sample dwellin s 
are covered 1o each round in the same orde gh 
b th tIt' . rmont 
I 

y mt oln , so as tob mba n am an mterval of approx• 
ma e Y SIX mo!' s etween two ·successive visits to 

the sam~ d'Yelhng. Tb~ sample is kept fixed sub'ect 
to subsututtons necessitated by casualties etc~ , 
case of Calcutta:, a fixed sample of 120 d~en· · 1.0 

sought to be covered in each round of the b mgs IS 
enquiry. ouse-rent 

4.2.2. This procedure •of covering a fi d 
of dwelling for the bouse-rent en ui xe sample 
rents paid by the tenants of newly c~n~ru~~~rdes the 
logs in the Calcutta area. En uir' c w~ll
conditlons have clearly revealedq tb~~s tho housmg 
subsequently lower for households lth e rents are 
duration of occupation." Tbu th w a longer 
Survey of Housing Conditions )';. C e/eport on the 
ation Area, 1963, published by theW~ ~~ta Corpor· 
Statistical Bureau shows that ( s .;ngal State 
p 40, and also p 15 the avera e see able 4.02) 
taxes paid per 100 sq. fit. of fi~or monthly rent plus 
for those who moved into the d;P1j~e was Rs 17.19 
12 years ago,· as against Rs 44 2e8 

1~gs more than 
moved in Only a year ago S' or those Who 
adopted Cllcludes entrants 'to mce

1 
the procedure 

dwe111n~l8, It may lead to node ntelw Y constructed 
res mates of the true 
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rate of rise in .the house rent Index. Presumably, 
the current procedure· also ignores deterioration of 
the dwellings due to aging. · This would strengthen 
the tendency of under-estimation mentioned above. 
. The Committee could not examine the implications 
of the chain-base method followed for computing 
the housing group index. -The account of the chain· 
base method given in the Labour Bureau publication 
working-Class Consumer Price Index Numbers in India 
-a Monograph, Vol!, 1972, suggests another source 
of the likely downward bias in the house rent index. 
If a dwelling Is found vacant during a particular six
monthly round and is later rented at a higher rate, 
the increase in rent for this dwelling may not be 
reflected in any of the· link indices being computed 
at present from the "matching dwellings". The 
Committee desires that this point be looked into by· 
the authorities concerned. · 

4.2.3. The findings· of two enquirie~ suggest that 
house rents for working class househoiOs in Calcutta 
rose faster in fact than indicated by the housing 
group index of the 1960 series. · . 
. 4.2.4. First, we may refer to the Survey of Hous

ing Conditions in Calcutta Corporation Area, 1963, 
by the State Statistical Bureau, Government of West 
Bengal. This survey excluded bustees and refugee 
colonies, besides messes, hos!o:ls, etc., and ~overed a 
raprese(ltative sample of families of all soctal classes 
from proper Calcutta. Average family · size was 6, 
roughly speaking, and about 90 per cent of the 
families were living In · mainly pucca buildings. 
Nevertheless, the finding (see, Preface of the said 
Report) that average monthly house rent per 100 sq .. 
fit. had risen from Rs 18.86 in 1960-61 toRs 26.24 
towards the end of 1963 cannot be completely over· 
looked. A careful perusal of the Report shows that, 
for reasons not very clear, the figure quoted for 
1960-61 was based on only one of the two samples 
covered in that year. If the two samples were pooled 
to obtain an over-all figure, average house rent/100 
sq. ft. would be nearly Rs 20 per month. Even then, 
the rents seemed to have risen by 30 per cent, 
roughly speaking, between 1960:61 and 1963. Part 
of this rise may be due to samphl!g errors, but surely 
the finding Is in sharp contrast wtth the house rent 
indices of the "1960 series" for Calcutta centre, 
which were raised from 100 to 101 in Jan!'ary 1963. 
then to 102 in July 1963, and then to 104m January 
1964. 

4.2.5. Next, we mny quote some results based on 
a survey of about 1900 industrial workers chosen by 
probability sampling from the Greater Calcutta ar~a, 
carried out by N. Bha ~tacharyJ.:a and A.~. Chatterjee 
of the Indian Statisb1cal Institute durmg October 
1969-April 1970. Apurt from geog.r~phical. covera_ge 
there were differences in the defimtton of m~ustn~l 
workers and industri.al households used tn tbts 
enquiry and in the Family Living Survey of 195.8-59. 
To obtain the results gb1en below, the authors pic~ed 
up households living in .Proper Calcutta and havmg 
the major share of their ;'ncome from factory Labour. 
Other differences remaine, 1. 20 : ~roadly spea)dng, the 
FLS employed a wider d, •fimtion of workmg class 
than this JSI enquiry. A\ctually, 181 househol~s 
were found In the . sample ,covered by the aforesaid 
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enquiry, meeting the more obvious conditions laid 
down in the FLS definition. 

4.2.6. The average household size was found to 
be 4.02 which appears to be on the high side. About 
20.7 per cent of the household were living in rented 
premises, 8.8 per cent were living in rent-free 
company quarters. and ·another 8.8 per cent were . 
living in owned premises. The average monthly 
house rent turned out to be Rs 17.89 for the renters 
and Rs 14.43 for all households . taken together; 
imputed rental· for non-renters was not included. 
The . corresponding half-sample estimates were 
Rs 17.42 and Rs 18.27 for the reuters and Rs 13.98 
and Rs 14.80 for· all households. Tbe average 
monthly expenditure on house rent per multi
member family, Including Imputed rent of owner
occupied houses, was about Rs ~0.79 in the year 
1960 (see pargraph 3.2.5). Since the average size of 
multi-member family in the FLS enquiry was of the 
order of 4; one may compare the figureRs 10.79 
with the figureRs 17.89 ·based on the lSI enquiry. 
These results suggest that for the working class hou
se-holds in proper Calcutta average house rent might 
have risen by 65 per cent between 1960 and October 
1969-April 1970. As against this, the house rent 
Index in the 1960 series stood at 134 from July 1969 
until in July 1971 it was raised to 135. 

4.2. 7. In the light of the above, the Committee 
feels· that the Housing group index of the 1960 
series for Calcutta needs to he carefully examined 
on the following lines: · 

(a) A broad check can he applied by comparing 
the average per family expenditures on housing in 
the latest FLS enquiry for working-class households 
in Calcutta with the corresponding. figures for 1960. 

(b) The data collected in the NSS house rent 
·enquiries may be examined to see if the disuibution 
of .the fixed sample of dwellings in Calcutta by 
period of occupation is a reasonable one. 

(c) Whether or not the chain method of comput
ing. the house rent, index Is responsible for under
esttmat!on may be examined, for example, by 
computing fixed base indices as a broad check. 

4.3 Open Market Prices 

4.3:1· As regards open market" prices ~f goods 
supphed at controlled prices from fair price shops 
but not covered by statutory rationing, it is obvious 
that a suitable weighted average of controlled and 
open market prices should be used for index 
c~mputations. This seems to be the current pra
cttce. Howe':er, ~or milk, the price quotation used 
for Ca!cutta 1s . vutually the administered price of 
cow 11ll!k supphed from Haringhata which alone is 
menti~ned in·. the pri":ted proforma for price 
collecllon: While t~e difficulties of collectmg open 
market PIC'ces f~r milk a~e admittedly serious, there 
can be bttle JUS!Ificatton for not attempting to 
overcome these difficulties. We suggest that open 
market prices for milk be collected once a month 
from all the markets in Calcutta. 

4.4 Black-Market Prices 

4.4.1. The question of taking account of black· 
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market prices of rice, wheat, etc., subject to statui
tory rationing in Calcutta, is difficult but extremely 
important. The Committee is fully alive to the 
moral and legal objections to· the collection and 
.utilisation of black-market prices in the compil
ation of CPI numbers and also to the. practical 
difficulties of collecting (and supervising the collect
ion of) black-market prices from vendors without 
1ixed shops. 
. 4.4.2. Another objection may be explained. by 
way of ill~stration. it has been argued that since 
in Calcutta the everage intake ·or cereals was 32.52 
kg (rice-.l3.19 kg. wheat-8.63 kg) per month per 
average working-class family of 2.53 persons or 
2.15 consumption units in 1958-59 (according to 
FLS, 1958·59); while such a family might be 
currently getting only 16 26 kg of cereals per montll 
(rice-6.92 kg, wheat-9 34 kg) from the ration 
shops, the shortfall of 16 26 kg. composed entirely 
of rice is being purchased from open mNket. 
Thus, one should take the weighted average of the 
controlled price and· the black-market price of rice 
giving much larger weightage to the latter for 
arriving at the weighted average. But this can be 
criticised by saying that in actual practice the cons
umption of rice has been seriously curtailed and 
the quantity purchased at black-market prices is 
very much smaller than would appear from the 
type of calculations indicated above. Indeed, the 
upward bias of the Laspeyre index would be marked" 
in this particular case and it may be permissible to 
use the current weights for averaging controlled 
and black-market prices. 

4.4.3. Notwithstanding all these, the Committee 
feels that from the scientific point of view, there 
can be no justification of the present practice21 of 
completely disregarding black-!fiarket . pri~es of 
statutmily controlled commod1t1es. Th1s VIOlates 
the spirit of the recommendations made by the ILO. 
Black-market purchases are made in the open by al
most all sections of the people in Calcutta and the 
price colltction work does not seem to be very diffi
cult. Indirect methods may also be tried. Thus, one 
may use price relatives of the same commodities 
based on price quotations for markets just outside 
the statutorily controlled area, or the price relatives 
of related products (like muri or pul;es, in case of 
cereals). As Calcutta is rather exceptional In having 
statutory ratiooing, the present procedure has. been 
depressing the CPI numbers for Calcutta relat1ve to 
those of most other centres. If a CPI number Is to 
be worth that description, it can by no means Ignore 
black-market prices when black-market purchases 
have become very widespread. It should be rememb
ered that CPI numbers have their scientific uses as 
well. Moral and legal questions should not have 
precedence over scientific principles. We strongly 
recommend that the CPI numbers for working 
class in Calcutta take black-market prices of food 
grains, etc., into account. Of course, the employers 
may revise their agreements with the workers in 
sucn a way that black-market purchases are not "en
couraged" by the agreements•• 

4.5 Dissemination of information 
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4.5.1. Another observation which the Committee 
would like to make is that It Is extremely desirable 
to dispel the mistrust of and resentment against the 
CPI numbers in the minds of the workers. It was 
clear to this Committee from the written , memoran
da submitted by the workers' representatives as well 
as from their oral evidence, that much of this mis
trust ~nd resen!ment aris~s out of genuine misunder
stal)dmg ·of vanous techmcal matters. Efforts should 
therefore be made by the offi?ial agencies. to clarify 
these · mat!ers through spec1al publications relea
sed _from t1me to time. Obviously, this is an all
IndiO problem and the sort of questions that ·are 
frequently as~ed can be picked up and dealt with in 
·these publicatiOns.· 

4.5.2. There Is, however, another aspect of thl 
problem. There are complaints from representat" 8 

of workers .about the secrecy maintained by offici~l~s 
e.g., regarding the sample of shops covered for pri ' 
~ollectlon or the. actual price. quotations u ed ~ ce 
mdex computatiOn... s •Or 

t
. 4.5.3.d The wt. hole

1 
th~g deserves serious considera-

10!1 an a na IOna policy should be evolved and 
umformly followed in ·aU the centres W"th" h 
h t t . t · d" · 1 10 t e s or '"!e a Its. !Spos~l, the Committee could not 

go deep 10 to thiS questiOn, However the Co . 
t I f I th h h . • mm1ttee s rang y ee s at t oug It may not be advisable to 

adopt a procedure where the represe t . . 
various trade unions also visit the samp! n a~lves of 
keep a. check on the price collection work :hops . to 
quotattons finally accepted for index c • e P~1ce 
should be regularly published for exa 0.mp~tat1on 
(say) the workers' representatives Furthmmat!On by 
working sheets ·showing how the ind x. er, eyen the 
should be open for examination In e IS arnved at 
the quotations be regarded 88 d~ub f case, some of 
representatives, the price collectin; ul by Workers' 
try to meet these criticisms as far as age'!bcy should 

454 Tb Co · POSS! Je · · • e mm1ttee was give · . 
that for some centres in Gujarat and to understand 
the aforementioned practice of disn 1 • Maharashtra 
quotations already exists and als p r~ng the price 
utation of the index . is 'done co 0 at the camp
State agency and by the Labour nBurrentiy by the 
no reason why West ilenga! should ureau. There is 

· example.•• This .should go a Ion not follow this 
atmosphere of misunderstandtni. way to clear up the 

4.6. Suggestions for Methodologr"cal 
Studies. 

4.6.1. Before concluding, it m . 
to suggest taking up of som ay be tn order. 
stl!dies for clarifying certain issue: ~etbodological 
allves of workers have insisted 0 • th ost represent
of the sample of markets and "t n e enlargement 
possible to analyse the availabt! ~ms. It should · be 
on the effects of the sample siz ata to throw light 
Items) on the rellability of the ed~f of markets and 
has been co!lsiderable discussion numbers. There 
errors of pnce index numbers . on the sampling 
culations like these made by p 1~ recent years. Cat. 
in J!.ecent E'!periments in Stauft~c~;~r M~halanobis 
ln~ran_ Statrsttcal Institute might amplmg in the 
th1s duectlon.•• It is quite possib! go a long way in 
ling errors are sufficiently sm 11 e that the samp.. 
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It Is more lmporiant to reduce the non-sampling 
errors by improving the quality of field work rather 
than to expand the sample size. But to settle the 
issue, the Committee recommends that methodolog-. 
leal studies be carried out, and the results publis
hed, to guide the choice of sample size(s) in future 
price collection work. 

4.6.2. For allaying suspicion in the minds of the 
.workers regarding price C91lection work, it should 
be possible to undertake another type of study. At 
present, . the price collection wor.k is checked by 
the Price Supervisor and the staff of the Regional 
Office of the L3bJur Bureau, who take the filled·in 
price sheets to the markets concerned and check 
the entries. This procedure of chceking, often done 
afler some time-lag, may not serve tile intended purp
ose because of normal reluctance of any checking 
staff to change the entries already made unless requ
ired for compelling reasons. The representatives of 
the workers want to close this loopholes by und· 
ertaking parallel · checking, which does not ap
pear advisable for obvious reasons. But, th~ Labour 
Bureau itself can undertake similar work. It can 
set up a completely separate wing whose task conld 
be to collect the prices themselves, may be at longer 
intervals. These price data could then be compared 
with the price data collected by tl!e present organisa· 
tion, for locating possible investigator-bias and ide
ntifying the links that require strengthening. 

4.7 Concluding Remark 

It should be obvious to any reader of this report 
that the present Coml)littee was asked to accomp· 
!ish ajob which is· nearly impossibk. Of the two 
linking factors now used to convert the 1960 series, 
the one that convert the 1944 series to the August 
1939 series has been found to be. very much defi· 
cient; in the absence of the basic data, its correction 
must necessarily remain an exercise in informed 
judgement, with little claim to scientific precision. 
The other one that convert the 1960 series .to the 
1944 series has not been found to be as deficient, 
but both the linking factors try to. link the current 
1960 series to bases which are by now 30-35 years· 
old. The Committee sees little reason why wage 
agreement must continue to be governed. by the 
August 1939 series or by the 1944 series when they 
have been discontinued · long ago. Surely, the 
amount of wage, payable in 1960 (arrived at accord
Ing to any mutually acceptable formula) could be 
considered as the basic wage in 1960 and dearness 
allowances calculated thereafter on the basis of the 
1960 series. Much of the present controversies would 
then be placed in proper perspective. 

Chapter 5 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND 
RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 The August 1939 Series 

5.1.1. This series was originally started by the 
Controller of Civil Supplies of the then Government 
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of Bengal. its weighting diagram was based on ''a 
limited budget survey conducted in 1939-40 by 
Burmah Shell Company". Apart from the weighting 
diagram and the base prices, no other details are 
available. 

5:!.2. The index for he use rent was kept unchanged 
at 100 throughout the life of this index, up to June 
1957; the Miscellaneous group index was kept at 100 
up to December 1942 and at ·150 thereafter up to 
June. 1957. The clothing group was represented by 
just one item, viz., ~'Dbuti and Saree", even so, the 
price quotations were difficult to get. 
5. J..3 •. The weighting diagram of the August 1939 

series, when compared with those of many working· 
class CPI series, appears to be somewhat suspect, 
in view of much low weigbtage for the "food" group 
and much high weightage for "house rent". How
ever, certain pre-Second-World-War budget patterns 
show that the weightage of the food group can be
come very low, when prices are considerably lower. 
Also, \he weightages can differ markedly as between 
different groups of workers at the same place and 
time. There is, therefore, no satisfactory· way of 
replacing the weighting diagram based on the 
Burmah-Shell enquiry by some estimate of the 
"true" weighting diagram. 
5 .. .1.4. The Committee decided not to make auy 

change in the indices for food, fuel and light, and 
clothing, as recorded in the August 1939 series. 
Alternative sources of information, did point to some 
discrepancies; but the sources were not necessui!y 
more reliable. 

'i. 1.5. The Committee could not find any reason 
why the "house rent" index should have been kept 
unchanged at I OQ. There is strongly corroborative 
evidence that house rents did rise appreciably in 
Calcut!a, between. August 1939 and 1944. The present 
Committee also directly conducted an enquiry and 
found weighty support for this evidence. 

The House Rent Control Orders of 1942 and 1943 
c?ul~ be considered as l_ncontrovertible proofs of 
nse 10 _house rent. Collectmg all the evidence, the 
Commtttee recommends that the house-rent index 
for 1944 (average of twelve months) on base August 
1939, should be 120. 

S. 1.6. The Committee could not similarly fiod any 
reason why the "miscellaneou>" group index should 
have been fixed arbitrarily at !50 in March 1943 
and kept constant thereafter. The Committee attemp
te~ to collect the necessary price information bu1 
fatied to get any dependable figures. However, it 
was found that three strands of evidence strongly 
~orrob'?rate .the view that the "miscellaneous" group 
mdex nses, 10 general, at least as fast as the general 
index. The Committee accepts this evidence and 
recommends that the "miscellaneous" group index 
and the general index for· 1944 (average of twelve 
months) on base August 1939, would be 315. 

5.1.7. It_seemed to be beyond the jurisdiction of 
the.Comm!ttee to recommend a change in the base 
penod (a smgle month of August) for the series 
however unscientific the choice might be. ' 

5.1.8. For arriving at the linking factor the Com
mit!ee decid~d to adopt the customary. 'method of 
takmg the s1mple average of the indices of the old 
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series over the base period ot the new series. The 
Committee, therefore, recommends that the linking 
factor for converting the 1944 series to the August 
series be corrected from 2.63 to 3.13. 

5.2 The 1944 Series 

5.2.1. The series with base 1944 used to be comp
iled by the Labour Commissioner, Government· of 
West Bengal. It was introduced as late as July 1957 
and discontinued from July 1963. A detailed account 
of the 1944 series is given In the Ramamurthi Com-
mittee Report. . 

5.2.2. The 1944 series was examined by the Rama
murthi Committee. This Committee revised the 1944 
series group indices for .clothing and housing, and 
raised the clothing index for 1960 to 1963 from 142 
and the house rent index for. 1960 to 234 from 100 . 
(the house rent index in the 1944 series was frozen). 
Accordingly, the general index for 1960 on base .1944 
was raised to 1.61 from !.51. 

5.2.3. Further objections against the 1944 series 
were placed before the present Committee. Doubts 
were expressed about the low weigbtage of the housing 
group (6.7%) in the 1944 series and the linking facter 
tor deriving the 1944 series from the 1960 series, as 
accepted by the Ratnamurthi Committee. The. ~pm
mittee went carefully into this matter and came to 
the conclusion that estimates utilised in the official 
CPI numbers (as revised by the Ramamurthi Com
mittee) are qvite sensible and the statistical evidence 
given to the Committee h either i~ broad agr~ement 
with them or too week to contradict them senously. 

5.2.4. Cert•in other points were made regarding· 
number of markets and items covered, sensibility 
of consumption, use of the 1944 series for a prolonged 
period up to 1960. non·admissibility of bl~ck-market 
prices, etc. The Committee felt that while some ~f 
these criticisms were relevant, there was no basts 
for supposing that such deficiencies of the 1944 
series had led to significant change of the CPI 
numbers. . · 

5.2.5. The present Committee made a thorough 
examination of the linking factor deriving the 1944 
series from the current series on base 1960, and case 
to the conclusion that the existing factor of 1.61, 
accepted on the recommendations of the Rami!• 
murthi Committee, did not require any further 
revision. 

5.3 The 1960 Series 

5.3.). The extended terms of reference of the pres
ent Committee include an examination of the meth
od,ology of price collection and substitution followed 
in the current series on base 1960. However, as the 
interest centres on the linking factor for converting 
the current series on base 1960 to the indi~es ?f the 
old series on base August 1939, an exammatioo of 
the indices of the current series did not appear to be 
relevant. It was decided to make only . a broad 
examination of the existing procedure of pnce collec-
tion and substitution. . 

5 3 2 The first point that struck the Commtttee 
was· the' inadequacy of the organisation set up for the 
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price collection 9mrk. The State Governitil!iit should 
attach high priority to this. work and should not 
overburden the Price Collectors and the Price Super
visors with other duties so that they may be able to 
do full justice to this job. 
· 5.3.3. There is 'some room for criticism of the 

treatment of house rent as made in the current series 
of CPI numbers, although what. is being done is a 
vast improvement over what used to be done in the 
earlier series of CPl numbers in India. 

5.3.4. It has been found that the open market 
prices of commodities supplied at controlled prices 
but not covered by statutory rationing· are not taken 
into consideration in all cases. Alsd the "black
ma~ke~" prices of coll!modities covered by statutory 
ratJonmg are not constdered. at all. The Committee 
recommeo~s that both open-market prices and black
market pnces should be taken into account 

.5.3.5. Steps sho_uld be taken, for rem~ving the 
mts~rust and susptcloo Ia the 1 'minds of workers 
ag~mst t)le official CPI 'numbers. One sure way of 
domg thts wo_uld ~e· to . ta~e the workers into coo
~dence and dtssen.stons to mformatioo to the max~ 
tmum extent J?OSStble. Tbe e.xamples of Gujarat and 
Maharashtra 10 this connection should be follow d 
. 5.3.6 •. The C?mmitt~e suggests some methodo~o · _ 
teal studies for tmprovmg the· quality of the offici~! 
CPI numbers .. One would be to analyse the available 
data for study1!1g the effects of the sample size (no of 
markets and Items) on the reliability of the CPI 
numbers. The other would be to set u 

• · d d . P arrange-ments .or 1';1 epe':l ent collection of price in for r 
and study mvestJgator·bias. ma ton 

5.3.7. The Committee strongly recom d 
the present system of calculation of dearmeo s

11
that 

th b · f h ness a ow-aoces on e asts o t e Augnst 1939 · 
1944 series be discontinued and that all senes of the 
meots be revised on the basis of the 1960 wa~e agr~e
the total wage of 1960 being considered senhes, bwtt.h 
wage. as t e, astc 

NOTES 
1Tbe amendment made later on in th 

seemed to widen the scope further. e terms of reference, 
•See Labour Bureau, · Cost of Livin 

India, A Monograph; 1954, pp 31-33 g Index Numbers ;, 
1 The Committee also came acrOss 

5 which could not be id~ntified with certai ome b worki.ng sheets 
relate to the computation of the existin ~~Yk· ut WbJcb might 
between the Au.gust ~939 series and 1~ 10 mg f3.;ctor, 2.63. 
sheets show the 1temw1se pr.ices during t~ 1944 senes. These 
the year 1944, but the prices of d' c twelve months or 
composing an item hke "vegetablen lfferent specifications 
computing the price relatives. are averaged ·before 

"Results of many such enquiries wer b , . 
Professor Radhakamal Mukherjee i~ T~ought together by 
C/aJs; (see Table lXXVIII, p 220) Se 

1 
le Indian Working 

in India by the .ILO. 
0 

~ a so l11dustrial Labour 
5N.K Adyanthya, Report on an En 1 • · 

Budget of Industl'ial Workers in Mqu ry mto the Family 
the Director of Industries, Madras· tg3;dras City; Office of 

'Report on an Enquiry into the F~m·t 0 

Workers in Calcutta; Labour Bmeaur Y 0 Bud/lets of Industrial 
1949. , · OVtrnment of lnd· 

7The final letter from the Bengal Ch b Ja, 
stated that'' ... The Chamber has been dm· er of Cornrnerce 
mation desired ... is treated as strictly co a fidsed_ that the infor-

1P.C. Mahalanobis, .. Recent ex ~ ent1~l by Capital" 
sampling in th.e Indian Statistical Inftif~e!!ts in statislicai 
Statrstica/ SocJety; Voll09, Part 4; 1946~ e. Journal of Royat 
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I See Appendix V for a detailed technic3.1 discussion of the 
different methods of deriving such linking factors. 

~0see (i} Labour Bereau, _Working Class Consumer. Price 
In.dex Numh~rs in India,~ a Monograph,· Volt. 1972; PP 35-37; 
(ii) Appendix V to this report for a techniccil note.-. 

un may be of interest in this connection to note some 
observations on the rise in cost of living the Second World 
War made by the Government of India Labour Investigation 
Committee (set Maio Report,l946. Chap VIU, Sections XXX 
and XXXI). The Committee mentioned the deficiencies in 
the then available working class CPrs and quoted the 
indices for nine centres' (base: August '1939) during the yearS 
1940 through 1944 (op. cit., Table127, P 271) The Committee 
then observed (seep 271): *'No published figures are available 
for Bengal and Assam, but from such enquiries as it was 
possible to make it would appear 'that in both these Pro

. vinces. cost of living as compared to the pre-war period has 
gone up by abo'ut 200%. It will thus be seen that the lowest 
recorded increase has been in Madras which was of the 
order· of ·107% as compared to the pre-war period, the 
highest, excluding Bengal and Assam~ being in Jabbalpore 
and Cawnpore where the rise was over · 200% in 1944." 
Again. in the "Concluding Section" the Committee observed 
(set p 27S):" .' •. while the available information shows that 
the rise in the cost of living il'l Madras has been about 
1000/o. that in Bengal and Asum has been_ more. than. 200 per 
cent.n (Italics ours) ~- . 

••The weir&hting diagram of the 1940 series was based on 
working~class family liviDg survey (FLS) conducted in Cal
cutra during July !~58-September 1959 by the Labour 
Bureau with the help of the National Sample Survey and the 
Indian Statistical Institute. ·under the guidance of the Techni
cal Advisory Committee on Cost of Living Index Number. 
There were some difference between the definitions and pro
cedures adopted !n this .case and those adopted .in the !944-45 
enquiry. Thus, smgle-member as weJl as muJti.member famil
Ies were covered for obtaining the weighting diagram of the 
1960 series. Also. the 1958-59 enquiry used the same refer
ence _period of, o~e calendar inonth for all items.-including 
clothmg. 

11Such index numbers _are not available separately for the 
Calcutta Centre. · , ... 

UAccording to the 1958-S9 family living Survey for eat .. 
cutta. about 20% of the working-class families were living in 
owned houses or employers• quarters. 

usee our coinments in the next chapter. 
liThe Jagaddal weightages were certainly lowered by the facts 

that the proportion of workers living in employers' quarters 
at low ·rents was considerable in Jagaddal area and that for 
self-owned houses. only taxes and land rent (if any) were 
considered, but not the imputed rental of such houses. 

'"See his mono~raph, p 35.. . • 
1•See, Report of the Expert Committee on Consumer Price 

Index Numbers for Kanpur, Calcutta, Bangalore and Mysored 
Government of India, Ministry of Labour, Employment an . . . . , 

Rehabil'itation; 1968. . . . 
liSee, Cost of Living Index Numbers in India-a Monograp~ 

by the Labour- Bureau, Government of India~ 1954.. On page 
7 of this Monograph it is stated that. u ... if the data are colle
cted from an unchanging sample of dwellings. no account 
will be taken of new dwellings coming into the rental markets 
at a higher price level than those in the sample which may 
be subjects to rent control~··" , -

10The details of the FLS definition. may be seen from the 
reports of FLS enquiries. In the lSI enquiry, a person was 
considered to . be industrial worker if he was an employee 
with an industry iricluded in thr industry divisions 2.3.4,5 & 7 
and families 341 and 343. of the standard .industrial ilnd occup. 
tiona! classification; and w1th an occupation in occupd.tion 
divisions 7 and 8, occupation groups 61;63,64 & 69 and occup~ 
ation families 410 and 662 in terms of the same classification • 
The FLS definition did not mention any condition on the 
industry of the worker, and included many groups and famil
ies in occupation divisions 4,5 aDd 9. On the other hand. 
the lSI enquiry had covered persons empl(lyed in non-factory 
units and all households containing at least one industrial 
Worker. . 

11The Labour Bureau wrote in its publication entitled. 
•Cost of Living Index Numbers in Indio-a Monograph, 1954, 
para, 5. 6. p 19, that in constructing the Labour Bureau 
series of Working Class Cost of Living Index numbers_ for 17 
individual centres (monstly on base i944) black-market pri
ces were obtained for rationed or controlled articles and the 
weighted average of controlled and black.market prices was 
used for index .compilation. It is indeed puzzling to find 
that this practicp was dropped. 

liThe Committee understands that the authorities concer
ned have recently taken some steps in this matter. The Com~ 
mittee could not go into these as the relevant report was re
ceived at a very late stage of the work However. the Labour 
Bureau Monograph of 1954 (op cit) opined against the ·app
roach of solving the problem by altering the weights of in-
dividual -items. · · 

.,Indeed, up to the time of recording their oral evidence._ 
none of the representatives of employers and employees 
know about the procedure adopted for arriving at the exis

. ting conversion .factor (2.63) for converting· the 1944 series 
Calcutta to the August 1939 series. 

••It appears that some -·Yea·rs· ago, such concurrent index 
computation ;used to be done by the West Bengal .Labour 
Directors als~. but for some reason this practice had been 
discontinued, It would be extremely helpful to revive this 
practice. . 

UOp. cit. Professor Mahalanobis computed CPI numbers 
separately by localities. by investigators. by household 
sizes. by expenditure levels, etc. and demonstrated the reliab
ility of the indices. The priCe collection was organised on a 
~tin &quare design which allowed the estimation of sampl
mg errors. 

Appendix Iii 

WEIGHTING DIAGRAM AND BASE PRICES•OF WORKING CLASS COST OF LIVING 
~NDEX SERIES FOR CALCUTTA (AUGUST 1939=100) ' 

Sl Articles Specifications Units of Base price Weights ' 

No quantity 

1 2. 3, 4 5 6 

Food 
1. Rice Medium Per maund Rs. 4.40 24.00 
2. Atta Chakl Seer as. 1.75 8.80 
3. Flout Fine .. as. 2.25 2.50 
4. Dal Masur, Arhar, Moong, Chola .. as. 2.33 6.70 
5. Ghee, Cow & Buffalo .. Rs. 1.25 7.70 
6. Mustard bll Mill &Ghani .. as. 6.50 5.00 
7. Salt Crushed .. as. 1.00 0.80 
8. Spices i Chillies, Halud, Jira, Dhanla .. as. 5.92 4.50 
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9. 
10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 

14. 
15. 
16. 

17. 
18. 
19. 

2 3 4 5 

Sugar Granular .. as. 4.50 
Tea Lipton, Tosh, Excel, Medium .. as. 8.00 
Milk Cow & Buffalo Seer as. 4.00 

·Vegetables Potatoes, brinjals, onions 
"· as. 1.25) 

Fish· Cut pienees & imported .. as. 8.50) 
' 

Fuel & Lighting 
Kerosene oil White bottle of 22 ozs as. 1.75 
Coal Soft coke Mann• as. 8.00 
Matches Box of 60 sticks Box-. pies 4.00 

Clothing, -etc. 
Dhuti & Saree Coarse cloth Pair*· · Rs. 1.63 
MISCELLANEOUS Group Index kept constant at !50 from 1943 
HOUSE RENT Group Index kept constant at 100 

Groups: Food 
52.5 

Fuel & Lighting 
7.5 

Clothing 
. 7.0 

Miscellaneous , House Rent 
Weights~ 19.0. ' 14.0 

6 

5.00 
·t.oo 
9.00 

25.00 

35.00 
61.00 
4.00 

100.00 

-1"0"'0-,..0"'0 

100.00 
100.00 
100.00 

Total 
100.0 

SoURCE: Appendix V (xxxvii) of Labour Bureau publication. Cost of Living Index NumberS-in lnd"a M. . 
•Recorded as' ••yardn in· the Labour Bureau Monograph. On checking with the records, the u~it ha bono graph, 1954, 

"'pair"~ - · · as een corrected as 

Appendix IV 

RESULTS OF LABOUR ENQUIRIES AT JAGA
DDAL CONDUCTED BY THE INDIAN 

. STATISTICAL INSTITUTE 

1.6; The group Indices were as folio ; 
. • .• . WS. 

Year Food Clothing- F. 1 d · •· 
' uLe. ~~~ Miscella- Total 

1942 
1945 

122 
277 

158 'Crlf neous 
126 1 

305 280 17 " 122 . 
. 276 273 

THREE enquiries were carried out by the lSI under Clearly, by inadvertence chan .. ·, 
the leadership of Professor P .C. Mahalanobis at tax" were ignored by P~ofesso~es in "rent and 

Jagaddal, an Industrial area with a large concentra· correct picture as available fro Mahalanobis. The 
lion of Jute mill workers, about 20 miles north of numbered 3 and 4 in footnote a dl the Publications 
Calcutta (proper), during December 1940-April from unpubl.lshed ~esults mad~ a~ ilnbTreater detail 
1941, October 1941-February 1942, and December Chatu~edi of the lSI has been a a e by Sri H.K 
1 ~44-April 1945 (Professor K.P. Chattopadhyay of graph 2.5.4 of text. · · . . . presented in para: 
Calcutta University was in charge of the third en- Although, strictly speaking th. · · . · 
quiry). These pioneering enquiries had the construe- · Committee is concerned with c~n e prese,nt Expert . 
tion of cost of living indices as a major objective and for the ~or king class in proper c!!mer Pr!ce indices 
the price data were carefully collected from repres- . menda!ions would mainly affect . tcuttf!, Its recom
entative markets/shops mainly frequentedLby ind· the surrounding industrial areaJU e mill workers in 
ustrial workers. · ,Jagaddal enq~iries· acquire add·.;:rhe re~ults of the 

The results are available In a number of publica- 1 account of th1s. It should be · rec' 10~al ' Interest on 
tions' including the celobrated paper, "Recent Ex· was very· little. price rise betwe ogn sed that there 
periments in Statistical sampling.ln the Indian Sta- · the firs~ Jagaddal enquiry period:n August 1939 and 
tistical Institute," by P.C. Mahalanobls (see Journal Detailed patterns of consum r 
of the Royal Statistical Society, Vol 109, pari 4, 'ecially in publication No 1 m~ 'ttn are shown esp. 
1946). In this paper, Professor Mahalanobis present~ · given earlier. The broad cons~ on~d in footnote 
ed the cost of living indices for the second and the been quoted in text. Many price mphon Pattern has 
third enquiry periods (mentioned as 1942 and 1~45) the llr.st and the third enquiries" arcollected during 
taking the first enquiry period (mentioned as 1941) tu~ed1 an~ Bhattacharyya 0948)e quoted in Cha
as base. He demonstrated the high degree of rellabil- pnces of miscellaneous items we · The . following 
ity of these indices by carrying out analyses of vari- unpublished draft of the a bore extra~ ted from an 
ance on locality x investigator-wise indices and est!- made available to us by Sri H K ve-menhoned paper 
mating margins of error, and also showed that we are interested in relative cha · Chaturvedl. Since 
the Indices were vary ne~rly the same for house~olds not the prices themselves the l~gle_s In Prices and 
of varying sizes, expendHure levels, etc. The mdex make much difference 'and th a 10~ itself may not 
(base: 1941) was 122 for 1942 and 273 for 1945. For· Jagaddal may not be far from tb e P!ICe relatives for 
the latter index the standard error was only obout Calcutta proper. e Pnce relative• fn. 
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Item 

Pan , 
Tobacco' 
Country liquor 
Ganja· · 
Kharam 
Shoe ' 
Hair Oil · 
Soap (toiiet) 
Soap (washing) 
Barbar · 
Dhobi 
Cinema· ·. 
Newspaper 

Unit 

1 goch 
Seer 
1 measure 
Tola 
Pair .. 
bottle · 
Cake 
Seer .... 

. Cut plus shave 
:Score · 
Show (av. class) 
copy 

Prices in Rs 
', 1940-41 1!?44-45 

0.04 
0.34 
1.44 
1.71 
0.18 
1.16 
0.81' 
0.13 
0.30 
0.03 
1.06 

.. 0.36 
0.06 

0.06 
2.76. 
2.34 
2.07 
0.48 

.. 5.74 
1.58 
0.40 
1.03 
0.21 
1.50 
0.55 
0,12 

;. Price , 
J¥lative (%) 

150.0 
811.8° 
162.5 
121.7 
266.7 
494.8 
195.1 
307.7 
343.3 
262.5 
141.5 
152.8 
300.0 

•This startling rise is also ,mentioned in Chattopadhyay and Cbaturvedi. 1948. 

The following prices are also quoted for ready reference from Chatmvedl and Bhattacharyya(1948): 

Price per seer in Rs Price per seer in Rs 
Item 1940-41 1944-45 Item 1940-41 1944-45-

Rice ' 0.15 0.41 
Chira 0.20 0.51 

-Muri 0.23 0.88 
Atta .0.15 0.28 
Chhatu 0.19' 0.52 
Maida 0.16 0.35 
Pulses· 0.15 0.54 
Potato 0.06 0.32 
Onion 0.09 0.44 
Salt 0.10 0.19 

.Sugar 0.27 0.50 

The paper by Professor Mahalanobis mentioned 
above shows very clearly that on the whole there 
was considerable lowering of consumption standards 
and marked changes in consumption pattern con· 
sequent on the price. rise during the Second World 
War for both working-class families at Jagaddal and 
middle-class families in Calcutta. 1 

, Appendix V 

ON ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO THE 
DERIVATION OF THE LINKING FACTOR 

FOR CONVERTING THE INDICES ON .BASE 
1944 TO INDICES ON BASE AUGUST 1939 · 

J. Several. methods of deriving 'linking factors are 
mentioned hi Working. Class Consumer Price Index 
Numbers in India-a Monograph, Volt, 1972, prep
ared by the Labour Bureau, Government of India 
(see Cha!)ter II, Section 9.6, pp 35-37). It is, how· 

· ever noted that the linking of two series of consumer 
pric~ index numbers "Is normally (Italics ours} 
achieved by splicing thq old series on to the new 
series at a common point of time· which is usually · 
the starting point (or the base period) of the new 
series. The most expeditious method of splicing I~ 

' . . ' 
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Gur 0.13 0.45 
Ghee 1.52 3.20 

'Milk·. 0.19 0.57 
Fish 0.39' . 1.13 
Meat 0.40 1.68 
Veg. 011 · , 0.43 1.31 
Tea (per lb.) 0.59 1.52 
Egg (each) 0.05 0.13 
Dhuti (,) 1.17 3.25 
Lung!(,.) 0.97 4.08 

\ Sari (,) 1.75 4.68 

. ' 

the simple arithmetical ratio method: ... Thus, the 
index figure in the old series, corresponding to the 
base period of the new index, would provide the 
linking factor." The Monograph also observes that 
"general experience throughout the world shows that 
the simple arithemetical ratio linking Is by far the 
most practical and convenient method". This 
method would give a -linking factor equal to 2.79, 
which is the average of twelve monthly indices of 
the August 1939 series during 1944, if the indices on 
base August 1939 are not revised in any manner. 

2. The existing linking factor, 2.63, for converting 
the CPI numbers on base 1944 to indices on base 
August 1939, appeared to ha:;e been derived in an 

. unusual manner (see paragraph 2.8.2 of text). The 
procedure. followed resembled apparently the seco11d 
method mentioned in the Labour Bureau t.l onograph 
(op. cit., p 36). It might be argued that if the CPI 
series (base:. August 1939) built on the Laspeyre's 
formula were linked to the CPI series (base: 1944) 
built on the same formula, there would be no cont
inuity of the basket of goods and services priced in 
the two series. Such objections were presumably 
sought to be overcome by working, out a Paasche
type ll!<le~ in the older series In respect. of the later 



series, and using this as the linking factor •.. There . general index on old base for the year 1960 by 100 
were, however, serious difficulties in giving shape to which is the base year value of the new Index." ' · 
tbls idea. The price quotations in respect of August 
1939 were not available for all the items (and. speci· Appendix VI 
fications) that were included in the CPI series on , 
base 1944. It is not clear how these difficulties were'·• VIEWS OF EMPLOYERS' REPRESENTATIVES 
overcome. • Such data problems are recognised in / 
the Laqour Bureau Monograph, which states that THB five organisations of employers expressed very 
this second method of using a Paasche-type linking similar views In their written memoranda and 
factor "could be regarded as only of academic . made a joint statement at the time of the oral 
Interest" and that "on balance of considerations, the · evidence. The major points made by them. were as 
arithmetical ratio method (at the base period of: the - followos: . · , , . . · 
new in~ex) Is the best suited and operationally most · (1) It was submitted that the examination of the 
convenient. ... " (ibiti) · . ' . limitations, deficiencies, etc. of the working class · 

3. When the linking .factor 2.63 was adopted by CPI series for Calcutta on base .1944 and on base 
the State Government m preference to the factor 1960 . was ou!Side ·the terms of reference of this 
2.7~ de;ived by the. standard method favoured by Expert Colllllllttee.. · . 
the Labour Bureau, the following argument was put (2) It was noted that· the· linking fa'ctor ·for , 
forward in favour of the former. Indexes· on base converting the,indlces of the· 1960 series to Indices 
1944=100 by the two linking factors mentioned on base 1944 had been thoroughly examined by 
above in respect of the years 1952 to 1954. It appear- another Expert Committee .. headed by. Dr E 
ed that the resultant Indices were much closer to · Ramamurthy and that the linking factor had be~ 
the actual indices on base August.l939=100 when raised from 1.5~' to 1.6las per recommendations of 
the factor 2.63 was used than when 2.79 ":a~ tried. the said Colllllllttee. It was accordingly submitted 
This argument, however, hardly bears scrutmy. The that there was no scope for re-examining this link· 
many deficiencies of the CPI series on base August lng factor · do novo, as otherwise there cannot b 
1939 have been noted in the text. The freezing of·' any· finality In such matters·. ' ' · . e 
the group Indices, viz., housing and miscellaneous;" · · {3) It was· also stated that from the very be 1 is especially open to criticism. Prices of miscellane- • nipg the construction of the· current series 

0 
· ~ 0" 

ous items rose steadily before and after 1944, and · 1960 had been done In a very thorough and 
1
/ t~fle 

the "miscellaneous" group index of 150 seen became 'manner, under the' guidance of the, T ten} c, 
a serious underestimate. House rent also rose sharply Ad~is?ry Commlt~ee (set up by the Gov~r echntcal . 
at least after Partition. If only for these reasons, as'- Indta ·m 1954) whtch has followed the stan:rn~n\ ?~ 
the years passed, the downward bias of the CPI . down by the ILO, and representatives of ar 

1 
s a 

numbers on base August 1939 became more and and employees had been consulted at varloemp ~yers · 
more serious. And surely one's object cannot be to of the work. In view of this, again It wa us s ages 
estimate the inaccurate indices of such a series dur- . the question of examination. of limlt~:fbmitted, 
ing the fifties; the object should and must be the · deficiencies of the 1960 base series did not o~s . and 
accurate measurement of changes In the price level. . · (4) It was. urged that in examinin ar se~ . · · 
Anyway, coming more to the point, one may note deficiencies ·of the various index item g the Pr!ctng 
that while tile housing group Indices were frozen in ages of the . Items included in the 19~~nd '!"etght
both the series, the miscellaneous group index was 

1
committee should not envisage any r . ~enes, the 

frozen in the series on base August 1939 but not In fixed basket of goods and services d ev!ston of the 
the series on base 1944. As a result the differential time of the series so as to take unng the hfe• 
downward bias of the former series relative to the changing consumption pattern It accoujt of the 
latter would gro":' with t~e passag~. . . . · that since the b~ket for, index 'base w1a;

3 
a so stated 

... Ramamurtht Commtttee revtsed the housmg': fixed as a result of a .family bud 9-1~0 was 
group inde& for the year 1960. There Is absolutely • dueled among the workers in and get enquuy con
no reason why in such a situation where the later In 1939, any addition to or alte around Calcutta 
series i~ far more reliable, the older series should not ·. basket would in fact ·amount to ration In the said 
be used as little as possible and the common point of new Index. As the detailed resu constrnction of a 
time chosen for splicing the older series on to the and the methods adopted for deri lt.s of the enquiry 
new one should not be the earliest possible year, diagram are not known . It wouldmg the Weighting 
namely, the calendar year 1944. rectify the weights at this 'distance /(Impossible to 

6 . In support of the above, we may quote the (5) . Regarding the treatment 0 t me, 
following paragraph from the Report of the Rama- . memoranda stressed the difficult?f h(/use rent, the 
rnurthl Committee (see pp 12·13): · · satisfactory houses rent Index tea of getting ·a 

"7 .I 1. We have examined the different possible when new houses are provided 't C~h'Plicationa arise 
ways of linking the old series with the new series and · to the labour field and the sor e new entrants 
came to the conclusion that the simple arithmetical constructed for labour· lmpro tandarda of housing 
ratio based on the Lespeyre approach ,of linking at rent is not strictly comparable ve. Average house 
the base year of the new s~ries was the most suitable quality, the. age factor of hou~ver time. Besides 

d operationally conveDtent course to be adopted. ignored. One must also take es cannot also be 
an e linking factor, according to this approach, Is near-free accommodation acct?unt of free and 
T:tained by dividing tbe corrected avera~e annual workers, (All these argument~rlvd~ed to · many 
o . . n trectly supposed 

38 
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the freezing of housing group index at x 100 In the had been entered into taking the existing linking 
1939 series). Doubts were also expressed about the factors into consideration, any changes in these 
availability of suitable data for working out indices factors after so many years might upset these settle
measuring changes In house rent since the ments ;md adversely affect employer-employee rela
year 1939. , · . . ' tionship. It was urged that the revision of the linking 

(6) Regarding the· miscellaneous group index of · factors,. if any, should not affect the payment of 
the 1939 series, it was submitted that "since the DA with retrospective -effect. · . 
details of items included in the miscellaneous· group In short, It was urged that no change was warran
and their weights were not available from records, ted il! the linking factor for deriving working class 
the Labour Department, Government of West . · CPI series based on 1939 from the working class 
Bengal, bad no other alternative but to ke~p ~e · CPI series based on 1944. · - · · · 
group index since 1943 unchanged at 150 pomts • '"'-' · ' 
"In the •absence of records and relevant, informa- . Appendix VII . 
tlon it is not possible to rectify the deficiencies .... " . 1 ' • · 

(7) On the question of controlled and open . VIEWS OF EMPLOYEES' REPRESENTATIVES 
market prices, it was stated that rationing was 
introduced in Calcutta with effect from 31 January 
1944 and discontinued with effect from 10 July 
1954. There was thus no question of taking controlled 
and open-market prices during the base period of . 
the 1939 . series. There ·was · also no rationing In 
Calcutta during 1956-57 ·when the 1939 series was 
discontinued and linked with the 1944 series. Again, 
where rationing was introduced inl944, each adult 

I· THB representatives of employees' organisations 
submitted fairly extensive memoranda and sup

plemented them by detailed observations at the time 
of oral evidence. The following is a brief summary 
of the main points l)lade by them. · 

. ' 
I. Regarding the series on base Augus!l939 

was supplied cereals from the ration shop at the rate . (a) The family budget enquiry which provided the 
of 4 seers per head per week. Now the 1958-59 work- weighting diagram of the 1939 series was conducted 
ing class FLS in Calcutta centre showed that the co- - on a very limited 'scale during a few MONTHS of 
nsumption of cereals per adult per week was 3.73. the year 1939. Such enquiries should, in principle 
seers approximat~ly. Hen~e it was argued that t~e cover a twelve-montJ;l period, In order to tak~ · 
quantum of rallon supplied In · 1944 was qu•te . account of seasonality ·In consumption pattern. 
adequate for . ..-orking-class · households and the Naturally, the weighting diagram is unreliable and 
questio'l of their purchasing from. the open market unscie~t!fic. The weight (52.5%) of the "food" group 
did not arise.. · ' , · : . · . Is suspiCIOUsly low. 1AS the report of the enquiry is 

(8) Regar~ing. the method adopted for. a:r.iving at not ay~ilable, inf'?rmation from. other sources may 
the existing bnkmg factor of 2.63 for derlVlng the be utilised to r~ctify the deficienc1es of the weighting 
1944 base series to the .1939 series, the emplo-\'ers• diagram of the 1939 series. 
represent~tives thought that this had been obtamed (b) The y~ar 1939 was ~ peri'?d of rising prices, 
as the ratio between the average (347) o.f the 1939 and. August •s usually· a h1gh-pnce month. So the 
series for the year 1956 to the correspond1ng average cb01ce of August 1939 as the base period is objection-

. (132) of the 1944 series.• They justified .tbi~ pro- ·able. The base prices being _unduly high, tbe CPI 
cedure by referring to an agreement reached m the numbers were depressed and did not correctly reflect · 
25th Session of the .Indian Labour Conference lield the changes in "cost of living". Actually the base 
In August 1968. It bad been agreed in this meeting period $bould have been a twelve·monib period 
that in principle the linking factor-another linking rather than a single month. - · ' 
factor was nuder consid~ratiop.-should be obtained . · (c) Only 19 items were considered for the coast
on the basis of the relat10nsb1p between the average ruction of CPI numbers. There was no real stand
oftbe two series for the period of 12 months ending · ardisation of 1tbese items to ensure high quality of 
In the month in which. the old series would be' . the price collection work. Thus, In case of clothing 
discontinued. (It should be noted here that the 1939 the only item mentioned was "dhuti and saree" and 
series was continued' till J un~ ·1957,) It ~as. urged the specificatio~ was "coarse cloth" simply • 

.,. that it would . be more. rational and sc•entlfic. to . (d) The fr<;ezmg of the house rent index at lOO 
· .follow this approach wh1ch watches the be~l!vlo?r and of the m1scellaneous group index at 100 (up to 

of the two series just before the older one IS d1s- December 1942) and later at 150 (from January 
continued, than the follow the u~ual procedure !943) was strongly criticised. As regards the former, 
followed In linking the 1960 base ~enes \to the 1944 1t was pol!' ted out that according to the 1958_59 
base series. In this, ~onnectlon,. 1t ~as also stated FLS enqulfyl an .ove~whelming majority of the 
that the upward rev1s~on of the hnkmg_ factor from, work\ng-class famlbes. m Calcutta . lived in rented 

1 J.S1 to 1.61 for derivmg tbeJ944 sen<:s.from the prem•se~; self·owned houses and employers' quarters 
· ··'i960 series had resolte~ in upwar~ rev.•s•on for the accou~tmg for _a small proportion . of these families. 

linking factor for derivtng 1939 senes from the 1944 The ptcture wa& very likely the same ever since 19W 
series, as the CPI number on base 1944 f?r the It W?~ld also be too ~l!ch .to contend that the renie; 

! ear 1956 had not been revhed at the tune of fallllhes continued to hve m the same premises and 
Yevising the CPI number for the year 1960 on base that there was no rise in rents between August 1939 
r1944-IOO. . · · \ ' 1 ap.d 1944.• It was not for nothing, some representa

lt was also stressed that since . wat~e seUlements lives argued, that the , then Bengal Government had 
.I . 
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to promulgate "The Bengal House Rent, Order, to prove that the weightage of the housing group 
1942", "The Calcutta House Rent Order, 1943", was too low •. and that the housing group index of 
and "The Calcutta House Rent Ordinance, 1946", the 1960 series was serious underestimate of the 
It was stated by some representatives of the workers corresponding true index. It was, pointed out that 
that whereas the average monthly expenditure on no information is available about the prices and the 
house rent per working-class family in Calcutta was procedure actually used for arrivi_ng at . this group 
Rs 4.81 according to. the' 1944-45 family, budget· mdex. Accordingly, the suggestiOn was made that 
enquiry, the corresponding figure was Rs 2 in August this index should be continually-revised on the .basis 
1939. But this latter figure was not substantiated of investigations carried out by a Committee lnclud
by any evidence. . · . · . ing the representatives of central trade unions. The 

(e1 Some representatives of the workers compared following points were also made in this connection· 
the base prices of the "August 1939 series'!. with the (i) The average monthly rent of fiats under th~ 
corresponding prices published in the Calcutta Government Industrial Honsing. Scheme in the Cal· 
Municipal Gazette and claimed that the former cutta In~ustrial Area was Rs 33 on 31 December 
prices were somewhat higher for a number. of items, 1972. Thls was put forward as an indication of the 

1 · curre_nt level of house rent~' Rents of privately owned 
II. Regarding the series on base 194{ flats IS exl?ected ~o be much higher. It was stressed 

' . that an mcreasmg n?!fiber of workers are coming 
(~) The introduction ·of this series as late as July from middle class famd1es and living in such fiats 

1957 was severely criticised. It was already time, rather than in bustees. 
argued the trade union representatives, ·for starting (ii) The av~rage monthly expenditure 0~, house 
a new series, since the weighting diagram had already rent per workmg-class family In Calcutta· was esti-' 
became outdated, This, they felt, had depressed the mated as Rs 7.~6 from the FLS enquiry of 1958•59 CPI numbers of the 1944 series. · · The correspondmg_fi~ture for June 1973 was worked 

(h) As prices were abnormally high owing to war out as Rs 30.72. T.h1s was obtained as the wei hted 
conditions, the choice of the year 1944 as base period average of per fanuly rents of (a) employers' u:rters 
was extremely unsatisfactory. · (average.rent taken as Rs 15 per month), (b)seff·owned 

(c) The weightage of the housing group, only· houses (1mputed rental taken as Rs 10) ( ) . 
6.71%, appeared to be too low, according to some ly o~ned dwellings, (rent taken as R; 3~) pn~a(t~ groups of representatives. . . dwellmgs owned by public bodies (t k • an "' 

(d) The house rent index was frozen at 100, as m !ice ~ub·p~ragraph (I) above). As 80% a fe~h as Rs 33 
the 1939 series. The Ramamurthi Committee, com- 1es hved m privately owned dw 1 .• 

0 e famll· · 
posed of Government officials,· revised· the group assumed in (c) above in crucial ane hogs, tile figure 
indices for . housing and clothing upward, before produced to sup!lor~ this fignre.' d no evidence was 
revising the linking factor between the 1944 series . (c) The orgamsatlon for collect" · · 
and the 1960 series. The revision was done in an and for supervising the same was ~n~~- redkly prices . 
arbitrary and ad hoc manner and did not fully rectify and faulty, and it was suggested r IC se as weak 
the deficiencies. Evidence from other statistical tion be strengthened by appoin/hat, the organisa
enquiries was produced to show that the estimated staff and by improving the remu mg ~ome full-time 
average expenditure on house rent per working-class part-time staff. Prices quoted beratJOn, etc., of the 
family in Calcutta (Rs 7.36) as obtained from the seldom verified from actual purchy shopkeepers, are 
FLS enquiry of 1958-59, was incredibly low. This tion verification through actu ases, not to men
eslimate has been used by the Ramamurthi Commit- · Price Collector. There is also noal purchase~ by the 
tee for revising the housing group index.· . dent checking of price data col~Ystem of mdepen-. 

(e) Only controlled prices were taken into account collector. . ected, by another 
in case of items subject to price control. ·, · · (d) A Resolution· of the · Int . 

Office was quoted in support of th er~at10nal Labour 
Ill, Regarding the series on base 1960 period of price control or r tio ~ VIew that "in a 

prices are chatged openly iuchung,; where illegal 
(a) The weighting diagram was based on the 1958; taken into conslderatio~'' as pnces should be 

59 Family Living Survey of industrial workers in prices•:. This tenet was n~t bein W~111 as controlled 
Calcutta. The Report of the survey shows that a authontles In spite of repeatedg 0 ,owed by· the 
large number of casual workers were included in Its to the .results of the FLS o958•59)Urglng. According 
scope. About 55% of the families turned out to be sump~10n of rice a~d wheat was 'the monthly con
single-member families, and the .average· family workmg·class fanuly in Calcutt 32.52 kg Per average. 
size was only 2.53, that is 2.15 consumption units. persons or 2.15 consumption a ~onslrting of 2 53 · 
The size distribution of family incomes as well as currently obtained by such ~nit~. The quantity. 
the consumption pattern showed that the survey had. shops works O)lt to 16.26 k ~ am1~Y from ration 
given higb weightage to the extremely low income . fall of 16.26,kg entirely of~ nl~. Sm_ce •the short-, 
groups. Such results ·made some trade union repre· In the open market, the CPI ce, IS be1ng PUrchased 
sentatives doubt the representative character of the the weighted average of n'!mber should uti\" 
sample. The representatives demanded the modifica- market, prices for rice, inste r~hofn Prices and op~s: 
tion of the weigh ling diagram for giving increased as used at present. This a o .the ration . n 
welghtage to fish, meat, etc. ber substantially. Similar ~ou(d ra1se the CPI ~~ccs 

(b) Results of other statistical enquiries were cited lowed fot Calcutta centre 1 ro;:edure should be t j• 
n espect. of sugar c ol
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. ;:nilk, kerosene, bread, mustard oil, vanaspatl, etc. 
, .-Milk, It may be noted, is not an average of this price 

and the price of milk supplied by small businessmen 
should be used for index compilation. 
· (e) It was urged that the sample of markets and 

shops should improve its representative character. 
.The exclusion of the industrial area surrounding 
Calcutta proper was regretted, as most of the indus• 
trial workers lived In this surrounding area and the· 
prices of many articles like electricity were apprecia
bly higher in this area than in the Calcutta Corpora
tion area. It was pointed out that in including the 
Mettiaburuj market, which is outside Calcutta Cor
poration area, the authorit~es had the~elyes deviat
ed from their (wrong) pohcy of relatmg the. CPI 
number to Calcutta proper. · . 

· (i) Doubts were raised about some prices utilised- . 
in recent Index calculations for the Calcutta centre. 
Thus, in September 1973, the price of firewood was 
recorded as Rs. 8.14 per 40 kg. According-to the 
employees' representatives, the actual price was Rs 
10 per 40 kg. The question was raised whether in 
actual field work adjustments were made for the re" 
duction in weight of bread from 120 gms to 100- ' 
gms, or in the number of sticks in a match from 60 
to 50 (say). · 

U) ·Last but not the least, the demand was placed 
by TU representatives that the names and addresses 
of shops in each selected market should be made 
knownalid that the representatives of central trade 
unions should be permitted to verify the prices col
lected by the officia1 age~cy and also to examine the 
actual computation ofthe CPI number. · 

NqTES 

· (/) Many. detailed commeJ_Its we_re.ma~~ a~out th.~ 
selection of ttems. Thus, the mcluston of Ktshalay 
was criticised, as this book has a nominal price high-· 
Iy subsidised, by tbe Government. The need of ex
tending the sample of items was stressed. Some · •see: 1. P.C. Mahalanobis, Bengal Labour Enquiry-Draft 
memoranda argued, for instance, that there should· Report: Jagaddal; First Sample 1941: Printed but unpublished. 

· be a number of items. representing durable goods. Statistical Laboratory, ~alcutta. · 
For bus and tram fare, it was suggested that the 2. S. Bhattacharyya, .. A Note on the Scale of Minimum 

d h h £ Wage for Jute-mill Workers of Bengal on the Basis of Pre-
average rates should be use rather t an t e are for . war Prices," Saukhya. Vol8; pp 282-4, 1947. . 
the lowest stage. A s~milar point was made for. 3. H.K.<:haturvedjaod S Bhattacharyya, "'On the Change 
cinema tickets. No evtdence was, however, prod- in Standard of Living of the Jute Mill Wowkers . of Jagaddal 
uced to show that the existing procedures are actually between the Years 1941 an~ 1945," · Sankhya, Vol8; pp 360-
depressing the CPI numbers, as stated. 

714.1~~P. Chattopadhyay and H.K. Chaturvedi "'How Jute 
· (g)· It was SUj;gested that in~ebtedness be includ~ . Workers Live," Science & Culture, Vol XII; pp 376·9, Feb· 
ed as an item 10 the constructton of CPI numbers. ruary 1947. 
, (h) It was' complained that, contrary to instruc- •However, the present Committee found that the figure 2.63 
tions the price collectors were frequently collecting· could be arrived at by following a hybrid (see text paragra-

• . d II t' . f I I phs 2.8.3 and 2.8.4). · prices in the evenmg an co ec mg pnces o sta e 'The linking factor would come to 2.62 if, instead of the 
Inferior goods. It was pointed out that for vanaspati, single year 1956, the' averages over the years 1950 to 1956 
the printed form mentions that specification as "in- were considered for the purpos~. 

· p d L " S h 'h 1 f th . f.Even in case of old tenancy, house rent did increase 
ferior quahty, rasa ' . oos.e • uc c..,o ce 0 . e appreciably over time. Also, the poor people changed their 
specification may ~e objected ~o on the ground that residence rather frequently and paid higher and higher rents 
it Jowers the quahty of the pnce data. as n~w tenants. See Dr S.N. Sen. The City of Calcutta, p 156 . 
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'by 
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· The effects of US "aid" a~d "as~istanca;' to India are felt in almost every vital sphere 
of her development ptogrammes. Yet little research has gone into unravelling the 
colossal influence that they exercise over our education system, and their underlying 
aim and purpose. It is perhaps. the first-ever attempt to unravel the major objectives 
of the US _Government and l"oundations to impart a particular orientation to India's 
education _system. It makes available to the readers some of the facts relating to the 
publication of PL-480 subsidised text-books, the educational· "aid" and "assistance" 
f~om the Foundation.& for financing the upkeep to _US consultants in India, purchase of 
instruments and equrpment from the US and stackrng of University libraries with books 
purchased only in US. The author has fully substantiated his forc<eful arguments with 

. / ,examples of events and little known published matr~rial. 
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OF all the tradttloiiii which have through th~ Carpathians .an6 
e:nerged in the course of the · through German defences anci 

historical development of Slova- ' come to the aid of the fighters of 
kia that of the Slovak National the Slovak National Rising. 
Rising is' the most vital. .The Carpathlans-Dukla oper-

Against the background of atJon has gone .. down ·in history 
these revolutionary events stood as a proof of the fraternal . con
)Ut the 'courage of the ,ordinary cer~ of the people of the Soviet 
people who were determined to Umon for Czechoslovakia. It was 
jefend tli~ir freedom by deed, If a'! act ~hich sealed the bonds of 
~eed be b); arms. Out of this tra- . fnendship and alliance between 
:!ilion there,.· bas grown and is the two countries. · 
growing all \l;lat is new and crea- ,During the memorable year of 
tive, al! that has inspired the fnr- · 1944, the Slovak people, arms in 
ther development of Slovakia and h~nd, started to settle accounts 
continues to, sll~pe its progress. Wtth_ the past which had always 
The Slovak people '?{ill always en_tatled ·material ·and spiritual 
6nd the Slovak N~tional Rising mtsery. The first decisive attack 
a source of moral s~rength, self- on the. old social system was 
confidence and justifii:p pride. made tn the name of the princi-

At the same time, ~lvak Na- pies of proletarian international
tiona\- Uprising. presen\ed a ~e-_ 1 ls';l'd• anfd 1the foundations were 
volutionary bequest • foil, entire at o a people's democracy in 
mankind due to its intemati_onal- · a new .Czechoslovak Republic a 
ist character. Thousands ol\ for· state .of two equal natbns-ihe 
eigners, Russians, Frenc~en, Czech and the Slovak Th · 
Poles, i!'ugoslavs, Rumanians'i's the greatest achievem~ 1 tsf whas 
well as • Germans · who escape\f Rising. n o t e 

. from Nazi camps or were droppe" , '' ·In the 1944 R' · · \ 
by the allies, found an opportu •. \-first ti_me in Slov;rh~· i for the 
nity to fight for a common cause: idea of a new type f Stts ory, the 

Partisans had been active for ,.t>ased on the peopl 0 at.e power 
some t~e and the Co~munist ented by means of e was tmple!U· 
Party of. ~zechoslovakta 1 had · nary National Co th: Revolutto
been carrying on an - extensive bo(lies formed b fmtttees _(local 
underground ~truggle agaljlst fas- egaiiy to 6ght {h:~Pa.triots ill· 
clsm when, thtrty years/ago, on and'{un paraUe) .a~t hordes 
August 29, 1944; the splirk of re- Thus·tbe Siovak :l'f101sfrat!o!')• 
voiution set aflame the Jowns and can b.? defined a a tona RISing 

. viilages of north, central, south · and· pJ\t of the sn t~e beginning 
and east Slovakia. The common mocrati~ revoluf a onal and de· 
people, the workers, the_ farmers~ slovak ter{itory ton on Czecho· 
the partisans and ,i soldiers not ·It becaiDJl cle~r 
only attracted th~ _attention of · ing class }, d b that the work· 
the whole world but demonstrat- ist Party w~\ th Y the Commun
ed their ability, ias patriots, to In the anti-fa~is~ s~rongest force 

• meet the exacting demands of the It carried on t~ j .ruggle whic~ 
period they lived in. . in 1945. u ttmate victor) 

About stxt-/ thousand Slovak , . The mass pa . • . 
soldiers and~teen thousand part- people in the ~-clpa.lton of the 
isans rose against · the fascist monstrated that in ng further de
forces in Sl vakia. Ne~er before · the driving fore b~ peoJ?Ie were 

· had the fi ht for nattonal and gress and of rev e al· soctal pro
social Iiber tioo, for a common ges. Thanks to thiu \0 nary chan
state of thiJ' Czechs , an.d Slovaks opments on the te~ ~\0Ple, deve). 
assumed sl.ch proportions. the. revolutionar· · 110~ held by 

The importance of the 1944 such a way that 1~h Pr ,ceeded in 
military' and politi:ai. events In could not attem e bollrgeoisie 
Slovakia was multtphed by the their planned rn}tt to carry out 
large·ftCale offensive ?f the So~iet was to have take~ ary couP,.which 
armies. Together wtth the Ftrst the arrival of the S pi~ce lleforo 
Czechoslovak Army Corps, the On the contrar ovaet arliiY. 
Soviet armc:d forces at the risk of against the Slova~' the struggle 
gr~at sacnfices, attempted to fascist forces had and German 
fioht their way at the Dukla Pass · ular support th such Wide pop-

at It created 
I 
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